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ABSTRACT
INTERACTION STYLE OF MOTHERS OF YOUNG CHILDREN WITH WILLIAMS
SYNDROME AND RELATIONS WITH CHILD EXPRESSIVE VOCABULARY
Danielle R. Henderson
August 2017

Children of a given age vary widely in their expressive vocabulary abilities. One
factor that is related to child expressive vocabulary ability is the style in which the
mother interacts with her child. Studies that have considered this relation for either
typically-developing (TD) children or children with developmental or intellectual
disability (DD/ID) (e.g., autism spectrum disorder, fragile X syndrome) have shown that
children whose mothers have a more sensitive/responsive interaction style have
significantly larger expressive vocabularies than do children whose parents have a less
sensitive/responsive style (e.g., Baker et al., 2010; Belsky et al., 2007; Brady et al., 2014;
NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 2003). In this dissertation, I provide the
first examination of relations between child expressive vocabulary, child chronological
age (CA), child nonverbal reasoning IQ, estimated annual family income, and maternal
interaction style for young children with Williams syndrome (WS). The hypothesis of the
study was that child expressive vocabulary ability relative to TD peers would be
predicted by maternal interaction style beyond the effect of child nonverbal reasoning
ability relative to TD peers.
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Participants were 75 children (35 girls, 40 boys) with classic WS deletions aged
4.01 – 8.39 years. Median estimated family income was $120,000 (IQR: $70,000 $200,000). Children completed the Differential Ability Scales-II (DAS-II; mean
Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster standard score (SS): 79.4, SD: 14.8) and the Expressive
Vocabulary Test-2 (EVT-2; mean SS: 81.6, SD: 16.5). In addition, each mother-child
dyad participated in a 30-minute play session with developmentally appropriate toys.
Play sessions were videotaped.
The mothers’ behavior during the play sessions was coded from the videorecordings using three scales from the NICHD Early Child Care Research Network:
Supportive Presence, Respect for Child Autonomy, and Hostility (reversed). A 7-point
Likert scale was used for each scale, with higher scores indicating more responsive
maternal interaction. As in previous studies (e.g., Belsky et al., 2007; Downer & Pianta,
2006; NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 2003), a composite of these ratings
was used to evaluate maternal interaction style. The median maternal interaction style
composite score was 16.0 (range: 10.5 – 21.0).
To examine relations between child expressive vocabulary, child CA, child
nonverbal reasoning SS, estimated annual family income, and maternal interaction style
composite bivariate nonparametric correlations were computed. The maternal interaction
style composite was moderately positively correlated with EVT-2 SS (rs = .42, p < .001)
and DAS-II Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster SS (rs = .42, p < .001). EVT-2 SS was strongly
positively correlated with DAS-II Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster SS (rs = .62, p< .001).
Estimated annual family income and child CA were not significantly correlated with any
of the study variables (Mdn p-values = .849 and .382, respectively).

v

To test the study hypothesis, sequential-model multiple regression analysis was
performed. Model 1 was comprised of child CA, estimated annual family income, and
DAS-II Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster SS. Maternal interaction style composite was
added in Model 2. Model 2 provided a significantly better fit to the data than did Model
1, accounting for 43.4% of the variance in EVT-2 SS. Child CA and estimated family
income were not significant predictors of child EVT-2 SS (ps> .5). Maternal interaction
style composite and DAS-II Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster SS were significant predictors
of child EVT-2 SS (p = .02 and p < .001, respectively).
These results support the hypothesis that maternal interaction style significantly
predicts child expressive vocabulary SS in children with Williams syndrome aged 4– 8
years even after taking into account the effects of nonverbal reasoning SS, estimated
annual family income, and child CA. Implications for clinical interventions to facilitate
more positive parent-child interactions are discussed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
There is evidence that parental behaviors significantly impact child
development (e.g., Steelman, Assel, Swank, Smith, & Landry, 2002). Typicallydeveloping (TD) children whose mothers exhibit responsive behaviors during the
first few years of life achieve language milestones earlier and more proficiently
(e.g., Leigh, Nievar, & Nathans, 2011; Tamis-LeMonda, Bornstein, & Baumwell,
2001) and score higher on cognitive tests (e.g., Bornstein, 1989; Bornstein &
Tamis-LeMonda, 1997; Landry, Garner, Swank, & Baldwin, 1996; Landry,
Smith, Miller-Loncar, & Swank, 1997; Landry & Smith, 2000) than children
whose mothers did not exhibit these behaviors. Similar effects have been found in
studies of children with intellectual disability (ID) (e.g., Brady, Warren, Fleming,
Keller, & Sterling, 2014; McDuffie & Yoder, 2010; Yoder & Warren, 1999);
children with ID whose mothers exhibit responsive behaviors achieve better
outcomes in expressive vocabulary.
In this dissertation, I examine the relations between maternal sensitivity
and child expressive vocabulary ability for children with Williams syndrome
(WS) ages 4 to 8 years old. The introduction is divided into three parts. First, I
describe the WS behavioral phenotype with a focus on findings for expressive
vocabulary and cognitive abilities. I focus on studies that include children in the
age range that is used in the dissertation project and/or the Expressive Vocabulary
Test – 2 (EVT-2; Williams, 2007), the measure of expressive vocabulary used in
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the dissertation project. Then I review the literature addressing the relation
between parental sensitivity and child language development both for TD
children and for children with ID. Finally, I briefly introduce my dissertation
study.
Williams Syndrome Phenotype
WS is a neurodevelopmental disorder resulting from a hemideletion of
~25 genes on chromosome 7q11.23 (Ewart et al., 1993; Morris, 2006). It is
estimated that the prevalence of WS is 1 in 7500 live births (Strømme, Bjørnstad,
& Ramstad, 2002), with boys and girls equally likely to be affected (American
Academy of Pediatrics Committee on Genetics, 2001). Approximately 95% of
individuals with WS have the same set of genes deleted (“classic deletion”). WS
is characterized by dysmorphic facial features, heart disease [especially
supravalvar aortic stenosis], connective tissue abnormalities, and failure to thrive
or growth deficiency (Morris, 2006).
Individuals with WS are often described as showing an excessive interest
in others and disinhibition with regard to approaching others in social contexts
(e.g., Jones et al., 2000). Children with WS are also described as highly sociable
(Dilts, Morris, & Leonard, 1990), gregarious and overly friendly (Gosch &
Pankau, 1997), and charming (Fryns, Borghgraef, Volcke, & van den Berge,
1991). Despite these seemingly positive attributes, children with WS experience
marked difficulty in peer relationships (Davies, Udwin, & Howlin, 1998;
Sullivan, Winner, & Tager-Flusberg, 2003) and elevated levels of sensitivity
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(Klein-Tasman & Mervis, 2003). As adults, most individuals with WS are highly
anxious and experience social isolation and difficulties with social interactions,
including establishing and maintaining relationships (Davies et al., 1998; Dykens
& Rosner, 1999; Udwin & Yule, 1991). Deficits in social pragmatic skills could
explain the problems individuals with WS experience in social interactions.
Expressive Language in Williams Syndrome
The first articles on language acquisition in WS were written
approximately 30 years ago when Meyerson and Frank (1987) reported that
individuals with WS were delayed in language compared to TD peers and had
cognitive abilities ranging from moderate to mild intellectual disability.
Independently, Bellugi et al. (1988) argued that individuals with WS had
excellent language abilities despite having severe intellectual disability. Bellugi et
al. (1988) argued that despite these cognitive deficits, individuals with WS
demonstrated remarkable lexical semantic abilities, complexity in expressive
syntax and morphology, as well as strong metalinguistic abilities. Language
abilities are delayed compared to TD peers, but scores on assessments of language
are higher than scores on assessments of nonverbal abilities (Bellugi et al., 1988).
More recent research of language development in children with WS is more
nuanced.
In order to better understand language abilities in individuals with WS,
studies of expressive vocabulary in children with WS were reviewed and are
listed in Tables 1 and 2. Studies that include very young children are listed in
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Table 1. Studies that use an examiner-administered standardized assessment to
measure child expressive vocabulary are listed in Table 2. In both tables, studies
are listed in alphabetical order by author. Sample characteristics, assessment
measures, and key findings are described. In Table 1, mode of assessment
includes caregiver-report questionnaire. The majority of studies report that
children with WS develop relatively good language abilities, but onset of
language is almost always significantly delayed compared to TD peers. Most
studies have a small age range.
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Table 1
Key Findings Regarding Expressive Vocabulary in Young Children with Williams Syndrome
n

Age Range Measures

Major Findings for WS Participants

Laing et al.,
(2002)

Expt 1: 13
Expt 2: 11

1-4yrs

CDI

Levy & Eilam
(2013)

9

M: 46.8
mos

DAS,
Vocabulary
size – mean
number of
words
(counted by
authors)

Mervis &
Robinson
(2000)

24

2yrs

CDI

Expt. 1: Language production raw score: M: 56,
SD: 83.3 (TD - M: 31.5, SD: 53.2), WS grp
~17mos older than TD grp
Expt. 2: Language production raw score: M:
55.6, SD: 89.5 (TD - M: 34.5, SD: 57.7), WS grp
~16mos older than TD grp
(1) Sig. higher mean GCA (63.6, SD = 6.1) than
DS grp (52.7, SD = 4.9)
(2) GCA did not acct for language status
(3) Significant delay in language compared to TD
grp (mean age (in mos) at Stage 1 for TD grp 22.8, SD = 2.6; mean age for WS grp at Stage 1 –
46.8, SD = 8.8); DS grp most delayed (mean age
at Stage 1 – 54.7, SD = 10.5)
(4) Sig delay in language growth compared to
TD grp (Mean age at Stage 5 for TD grp – 40.1,
SD = 3.4; 74, SD = 13 for WS grp); DS grp most
delayed (mean age at Stage 5 – 89.7, SD = 8.03)
(1) Significantly larger expressive vocabs than
children w/ DS (WS- M = 132.50, SD = 122.29;
DS – M = 66.35, SD = 79.24)
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Author(s)

Author(s)

n

Age Range Measures

Papeliou et al.,
(2011)

11

3 – 7yrs

LDS, MSEL

Singer Harris
et al., (1997)

54

1 – 6yrs

CDI

Major Findings for WS Participants

6

(2) 67% below the 5th percentile (the lowest
percentile)
(1) Expressive language skills sig. pos. corr.
w/receptive language skills & vocab production
(2) Significant positive correlation between CA
& measures of expressive language & vocab
production
(3) MSEL Expressive Language Raw Score – M
= 32.2, SD = 8.5, range: 16 – 45
(4) Mean vocab production - M = 227.3, SD =
109.1, range: 15 – 310
(1) No significant difference from DS grp in
overall language AE (WS grp – M = 21.5, SD =
12.4; DS grp – M = 20.3, SD = 8.9)
(2) No significant difference from DS grp w/age,
# of words produced (WS grp – M = 61, SD = 82;
DS grp – M = 56, SD = 69)
(3) Relative to TD peers, WS & DS grp similar
relations in word production
(3) Compared to TD peers @ same
comprehension level, WS grp at 63rd percentile
for word production; DS grp at 60th
(4) More WS children at or above 50th percentile
relative to TD peers @ same comprehension
level than would be expected (21 of 27)

Author(s)

n

Age Range Measures

Major Findings for WS Participants

Thal et al.,
(1989)

2

Child 1:
23mos;
Child 2: 5
yrs, 6mos

LDS

(1) # of words – Child 1: 34, Child 2: 142; young
TD grp: M = 30.0, SD = 38.5; late talkers grp: M
= 39.7, SD = 71.4; older TD grp: M= 277.1, SD =
195.0

Vicari et al.,
(2002)

12

M=
58.2mos,
SD = 22.4

Italian
version of
CDI

7

(1) Language delayed compared to TD grp, but
no significant difference in words produced
between the 3 grps (WS grp - M = 452, SD =
157.3; DS grp - M = 457, SD = 125.4; TD grp –
M = 488, SD = 116.4)
Volterra et al., 6
3-6yrs
Italian
(1) Language delayed compared to TD grp, but
(2003)
version of
vocab size not significantly different (WS grp CDI
M = 430, SD = 137.7; DS grp - M = 428, SD =
80.8; TD grp – M = 484, SD = 104.1)
Abbreviations: AE = age equivalent, CA = chronological age, CDI = MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development
Inventory (Fenson, et al., 1993, 2007), LDS = Language Development Survey (Bates et al., 1995), M = mean, MLU
= mean length utterance, MSEL: Mullen Scales of Early Learning (Mullen, 1995), SD = standard deviation, TD =
typically-developing, WS = Williams syndrome

The MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventory (CDI;
Fenson et al., 1993, 2007) is a parental report measure of language acquisition
that has been widely used to measure the expressive vocabulary development of
children with WS and to compare their development to TD peers. Seven studies
used a version of the CDI to examine expressive vocabulary development in
children with WS (Levy, 2004; Laing et al., 2002; Mervis & Becerra, 2007;
Mervis & Robinson, 2000; Singer et al., 1997; Vicari et al., 2002; Volterra et al.,
2003). All studies found that expressive vocabulary development in children with
WS is delayed compared to TD peers.
In a longitudinal study of 13 children with WS assessed monthly from the
time of their first words (Mervis et al., 2003), the age of acquisition of a 10-word
expressive vocabulary was below the 5th percentile (the lowest percentile
provided) for the CDI norms for all 13 children. Twelve children had scores
below the 5th percentile for age of acquisition of 50-word and 100-word
expressive vocabularies. Participants in the study by Laing et al. (2002) had larger
expressive vocabularies than the TD children; however, the WS group was
approximately 17 months older than the TD group.
The expressive vocabulary of children with WS has frequently been
compared to the expressive vocabulary of children with Down syndrome (DS).
Five studies (Mervis & Becerra, 2007; Mervis & Robinson, 2000; Singer et al.,
1997; Vicari et al., 2002; Volterra et al., 2003) made this comparison; the trend in
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all studies was the expressive vocabulary of children with WS was larger than the
expressive vocabulary of children with DS. In a study of 24 children with WS
aged 2 years, the children with WS had a mean expressive vocabulary of 132
words, compared to a mean expressive vocabulary of 66 for the CA-matched
children with DS (Mervis & Robinson, 2000; Mervis & Becerra, 2007). Studies
by Singer et al. (1997), Vicari et al. (2002), and Volterra et al. (2003) found that
though the children with WS produced more words than children with DS, the
difference was not significant.
There is evidence that vocabulary size is strongly related to grammatical
development (Vicari et al., 2002). In the longitudinal study by Mervis et al.
(2003), parents completed the CDI Early Sentence Checklist, a checklist that
consists of 37 pairs of phrases or sentences, monthly, once their child began to
combine words. Findings indicate that the onset of grammatical development for
most children with WS is delayed; however, when compared to the general
population, the relation between productive vocabulary size and grammatical
ability was the same for children with WS. Mervis et al. (2003) also found that
vocabulary development was related to nonverbal reasoning abilities. Children
whose vocabulary development followed a logistic growth pattern performed
significantly higher on a measure of nonverbal reasoning than children whose
vocabulary development followed a linear growth pattern. These results suggest
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that vocabulary development is closely linked to grammatical and nonverbal
reasoning skills.
Studies of expressive vocabulary development that use the CDI illustrate
that the expressive vocabulary development of children with WS is significantly
delayed compared to TD peers. The CDI is helpful in understanding how
expressive vocabulary develops in children with WS, and it allows for comparison
to the language development of TD peers and peers with DS. The CDI has been
shown to be an excellent measure of expressive vocabulary (see validity studies
reported by Fenson et al., 2007); however, it is important to note that it is a
caregiver report. The validity of the information relies on how well the caregiver
can remember each word the child acquires and/or keeps an accurate account.
Examiner-administered standardized assessments of expressive vocabulary can
provide additional insight into the development of vocabulary in children with
WS.
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Table 2
Studies Using an Examiner-Administered Standardized Assessment to Measure Expressive Vocabulary in Children
with Williams Syndrome

11

12

Author(s)

n

Age Range Measures

Major Findings for WS Participants

Arnold, Yule, &
Martin (1985)

23

7 – 12yrs

RDLS Revised

Levy & Eilam
(2013)

9

M:
46.8mos

DAS - II,
Vocabulary
size – mean
number of
words
(counted by
authors)

(1) Scores for 3 children exceeded ceiling of the
test (7 yrs)
(2) Scores for the other children ranged from 3 –
7 yrs
(3) Mean score on expressive language = 5 yrs, 9
mos
(1) Significantly higher mean GCA (63.6, SD =
6.1) than DS grp (52.7, SD = 4.9)
(2) GCA did not acct for language status
(3) Mean vocab. size for each MLU Stage: 1 –
61.8 (11.4); Stage 2 – 71.4 (18.4); Stage 3 – 81.8
(25.1); Stage 4 – 105.1 (10.2); Stage 5 – 150.2
(36.6)
(4) Significantly higher mean # of words than DS
grp in Stages 2 & 3
(5) Significant delay in language compared to
TD grp (mean age (in mos) at Stage 1 for TD grp
- 22.8, SD = 2.6; mean age for WS grp at Stage 1
– 46.8, SD = 8.8); DS grp most delayed (mean
age at Stage 1 – 54.7, SD = 10.5)
(6) Significant delay in language growth
compared to TD grp (Mean age at Stage 5 for TD
grp – 40.1, SD = 3.4; 74, SD = 13 for WS grp);
DS grp most delayed (mean age at Stage 5 –
89.7, SD = 8.03)

Author(s)

n

Age Range Measures

Mervis, Robinson,
Rowe, Becerra, &
Klein-Tasman
(2003)

Mullen: 34
EVT: 119

Mervis & John
(2010, 2012),
review

144 –
MSEL
129 –
EVT-2

MSEL: 2 – EVT-2,
4yrs;
MSEL
EVT-2: 4
– 17yrs

(1) Expressive vocab is relative strength – 83%
earned EVT-2 SS ≥ 70; 6% SS ≥ 100
(2) MSEL Expressive Language T – M: 32.60;
SD: 11.31, range: 20 – 56
(3) EVT-2 SS – M: 79.43; SD: 14.83, range: 20 –
120

Mervis & Pitts
(2015)

76

4-15yrs

(1) Overall EVT-2 SS mean: 83.83
(2) EVT-2 SS: about two-thirds had SSs decrease
from T1 to T2 (but decrease was not sig. for the
group as a whole); for participants who did
experience sig. change, ~50% had increase,
~50% had decrease
(3) No sig relation between CA at T1 & change
in SS from T1 to T2 for EVT-2 SS
(4) No sig difference between younger and older
cohorts in magnitude of change for EVT-2 SS

MSEL, EVT

Major Findings for WS Participants
(1) Mullen Expressive Language T: M: 33.21
(9.59), 20-48
(2) EVT SS: 64.14 (19.18), 40-106

13

EVT-2

Author(s)

n

Age Range Measures

Major Findings for WS Participants

Meyerson & Frank
(1987)

7

4;3yrs –
8;5 yrs

MSCA

High scores on expressive language

Papeliou et
al.,(2011)

11

3-7yrs

LDS, MSEL

(1) Expressive language skills sig. pos. corr.
w/receptive language skills & vocab production
(2) Significant positive correlation between CA
& measures of expressive language & vocab
production
(3) MSEL Expressive Language Raw Score – M
= 32.2, SD = 8.5; Vocabulary Production – M =
227.3, SD = 109.1

14

Abbreviations: CA = chronological age, DAS - II = Differential Ability Scales, Second edition (Elliot, 2007), DQ =
developmental quotient, DS = Down syndrome, EVT - 2 = Expressive Vocabulary Test (Williams, 2007), GCA =
General Conceptual Ability, LDS = Language Development Survey (Bates et al., 1995), M = mean, MSCA =
McCarthy Scales of Children’s Abilities (McCarthy, 1972), MSEL = Mullen Scales of Early Learning (Mullen,
1995), Mdn = median, MLU = mean length utterance, RDLS = Reynell Developmental Language Scales (Reynell,
1977), SD = standard deviation, SS = standard score, TD = typically-developing, WS = Williams syndrome
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Godbee and Porter (2013) assessed expressive vocabulary using the
Woodcock-Johnson (Revised) Tests of Cognitive Ability (WJ-R Cog; Woodcock
& Johnson, 1989, 1990). The mean age-equivalent for expressive vocabulary was
6;10 and ranged from 3;3 to 10;4, which was significantly lower than CAmatched controls. There was no significant difference in expressive vocabulary
AE between individuals with WS and MA-matched controls.
Four studies used the Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL; Mullen,
1995) to measure expressive vocabulary in young children with WS (Mervis et
al., 2003; Mervis & John, 2010, 2012; Papeliou et al., 2011). Standard scores
ranged from severe intellectual disability to average ability. Mean SSs fell within
the borderline range. The MSEL scales are normed only 3 standard deviations
below the mean. Though it is not the best measure of expressive language abilities
in young children with WS, it is one of the few standardized measures available
for toddlers.
A version of the Expressive Vocabulary Test (EVT; Williams, 1997,
2004) was used in four studies (Mervis et al., 2003; Mervis & John, 2010, 2012;
Mervis & Pitts, 2015). Standard scores ranged from severe intellectual disability
to average ability. In a study of 76 individuals with WS, Mervis and Pitts (2015)
reported a mean EVT-2 SS that fell within the low average range. The mean EVT
SS in the Mervis et al. (2003) study was lower and fell within the mild intellectual
disability range. Mervis and John (2010) reported 83% of individuals with WS
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earned standard scores of at least 70 on the EVT-2, and six percent (6%) earned
standard scores of at least 100. The EVT-2 has been normed to 5.33 standard
deviations below the general population mean and is able to capture the full range
of expressive vocabulary abilities in children with WS.
One study examined the change in expressive vocabulary SSs over time
(Mervis & Pitts, 2015). Over the course of three years, the standard score of
approximately two-thirds of the participants decreased, but most of the decreases
were not significant. For those whose scores did change significantly,
approximately 50% had scores that increased and approximately 50% had scores
that decreased. There was no significant relation between CA and change in
standard score across the study.
Though expressive vocabulary is a relative strength in children with WS,
the development of language is delayed compared to TD peers. Studies of
language development in children with WS demonstrate that there is a large range
in expressive vocabulary abilities with standard scores ranging from severe
intellectual disability to low average ability; average standard scores fall within
the borderline range. To date, no studies have addressed why there is this range. It
is likely that variation in maternal sensitivity would account for some of the
variability in language and/or cognitive abilities. Caregiver reports using
standardized measures have commonly been used to assess expressive vocabulary
abilities in young children with WS; however, an examiner-administered
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standardized measure is more appropriate for older children with WS.
Additionally, the standardized measure should be normed at least 4 standard
deviations below the mean to fully measure the expressive vocabulary abilities.

Intellectual Abilities in Williams Syndrome
Researchers have sought to better understand the cognitive profiles of
individuals with WS. As a whole, individuals with WS have relative strengths in
(concrete) language, nonverbal reasoning, and verbal short-term memory.
Visuospatial construction is a severe weakness (Mervis & John, 2010). The
intellectual abilities of most individuals with WS fall within the borderline to
moderate intellectual disability range (Mervis & John, 2010). There is
considerable variability in verbal and nonverbal reasoning. Studies have found
that nonverbal reasoning abilities range from severe intellectual disability to
average ability.
A variety of standardized assessments has been used to measure
intellectual abilities in individuals with WS. The publications that have examined
intellectual abilities in samples of individuals with WS are listed in Table 1.
Sample characteristics, assessment measures, and key findings are described. The
table is organized by type of measure used and study authors are listed
alphabetically. Studies that used a single measure of intellectual abilities are listed
first, followed by studies with multiple measures. Studies that used multiple
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measures are grouped together by measure type. All but one study used a
standardized assessment to measure intellectual abilities.
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Table 3
Key Findings Regarding Intellectual Abilities in Individuals with Williams Syndrome
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Author(s)

n

Age Range

Measures

Major Findings for WS
Participants

Jones & Smith
(1975)

14

3mos-23yrs

not specified

IQ range: 41 – 80, M = 56

Gosch & Pankau 18
(1996)

4 – 10yrs,
M: 6.6yrs

CMMS

Mervis et al.
(2001)

41

4 – 8yrs

DAS

(1) T1 - Avg. IQ: 77, SD = 10.7;
T2 – Avg. IQ: 68, SD = 13.1
(2) Over 2yrs, 22% to 50% of
participants classified as having
IQ in ID range
Mean GCA = 59.32, SD = 11.84,
range: 26 to 78)

Mervis et al.
(2000)

84

3 – 46yrs,
(M = 12yrs; 9, SD =
10; 2)

DAS

(1) Mean GCA = 59.22 (SD =
11.05)
(2) Weakness in visuospatialconstructive ability, relative
strength in language abilities and
verbal short-term memory

Mervis & Pitts
(2015)

76

4-15yrs
(M = 8.25yrs, SD =
3.47)

DAS – II

(1) T1: GCA: M = 66.88, SD =
11.01; Verbal SS: M = 79.97, SD
= 14.99; Nonverbal Reasoning SS:

Author(s)

n

Age Range

Measures

Major Findings for WS
Participants

21

M = 84.38, SD = 11.90; Spatial
SS: M = 56.26, SD = 11.78
(2) T2: GCA: M = 68.03, SD =
12.22; Verbal SS: M = 76.86, SD
= 15.83; Nonverbal Reasoning SS:
M = 79.93, SD = 12.77; Spatial
SS: M = 58.68, SD = 13.20
(3) GCA stable over time.
(4) Nonverbal Reasoning SS sig
higher than Verbal & Spatial SS;
Verbal SS sig higher than Spatial
SS

Hoffmann et al.,
(2013)

20

6 – 16yrs
(M = 11.7yrs, SD =
3.7)

KBIT -2

Klein-Tasman et
al., (2011)

84

4 – 16yrs (M =
9.44yrs, SD = 3.89)

KBIT -2

7 – 49yrs
(M = 23.13yrs, SD =
9.55)

KBIT -2

Lense & Dykens 46
(2013)

(1) IQ Composite: M = 74, SD =
16
(2) Verbal IQ: M = 74, SD = 12
(3) Nonverbal IQ: M = 80, SD =
18
IQ Composite: M = 70.63, SD =
13.86
(1) IQ Composite: M = 69.84, SD
= 14.31

Author(s)

n

192

Martens et al.,
(2012)

30

Martens et al.,
(2011)

37

Mervis et al.,
(2012)

40

Measures

5 – 10yrs
(M = 7.28yrs, SD =
1.75)
8 – 41yrs
(M = 20.8yrs, SD =
10.1)
6 – 59yrs (M =
20.42yrs)

KBIT

4-13yrs
(M = 7.44yrs)

KBIT-2

Major Findings for WS
Participants
(2) Verbal IQ: M = 74.81, SD =
11.68
(3) Nonverbal IQ: M = 71.93, SD
= 17.07
IQ Composite: M = 75.59, SD =
15.32

KBIT-2

IQ Composite: M = 73.9, SD =
14.2

KBIT-2

(1) IQ Composite: M = 68.62, SD
= 13.01
(2) Verbal IQ: M = 76.11, SD =
11.85
(3) Nonverbal IQ: M = 67.97, SD
= 14.97
(1) Verbal SS: Variability;
children w/higher SSs showed
greater pos. change while children
with lower SSs showed greater
decline; children of moms with 4year degrees had Verbal SS higher
than those whose moms didn’t
have 4-year degree

22

Leyfer et al.,
(2012)

Age Range

Author(s)

n

Age Range

Measures

15

6 – 17yrs
(M = 11.8yrs)

KBIT-2

Palomares &
Shannon (2013)

17

8 – 35yrs

KBIT-2

Pitts & Mervis
(2016)

292

4 – 17yrs
KBIT-2
(M = 9.59yrs, Mdn =
8.72, SD= 4.07)

Plesa Skwerer et
al. (2013)

21

van der Fluit et
al., (2012)

24

5 – 12yrs
KBIT-2
(M = 8yrs, 6mos, SD
= 2;4)
8 – 15yrs
KBIT-2
(M = 12yrs, 5mos
SD = 2;8)

23

Opfer &
Martens (2012)

Major Findings for WS
Participants
(2) Nonverbal SS: sig. lower than
gen. pop.
(1) IQ Composite: M = 67.28
(2) Verbal IQ: M = 75.31
(3) Nonverbal IQ: M = 66.25
(1) IQ Composite: M = 73, range:
49-90
(1) IQ: M = 73.50, SD = 15.44;
Verbal SS: M = 76.57, SD =
14.81; Nonverbal SS: M = 76.78,
SD = 15.82
(5) Sig higher Verbal SSs for
children whose moms had
bachelor degrees
(6) Nonverbal SS did not differ
based on mom’s education
(1) IQ Composite: M = 75, SD =
14.1
(1) IQ Composite: M = 65.21, SD
= 11.99
(2) Verbal IQ: M = 73.08, SD =
11.96

Author(s)

n

Age Range

Measures

Major Findings for WS
Participants

24

Yoshioka et al.,
(2013)

23

7 – 32yrs
(M = 17yr, 5mos)

KBIT-2

(3) Nonverbal IQ: M = 66.29, SD
= 13.56
Mean IQ Composite: 82

Teixeira et al.,
(2010)

10

5-16yrs

Leiter-Revised

Mean Fluid IQ of 67.8

Bennett et al.,
(1978)

7

4 - 8yrs

MSCA

Crisco et al.,
(1988)

22

4-10yrs

Stanford-Binet: L-M

(1) Mean GCI: 53.9
(2) Highest scores on items
w/expressive language component
(verbal, memory, or quantitative)
Mean global IQ = 67.6, SD = 16.3

Vicari et al,
(2004)

Expt. 1: 69
Expt. 2: 16

Expt. 1: 4-29yrs
Expt. 2: 5 – 8yrs

Stanford-Binet: L-M

Expt. 1: IQ: M = 52.7, SD = 14.2
Expt. 2: IQ: M = 66.7, SD = 15.0

Fisch et al.,
(2010)

65

4 – 15yrs;
M: 8.85yrs

Stanford-Binet, Fourth
Edition

(1) Initial IQs: mean IQ = 51.65,
SD = 11.55

Greer et al.,
(1997)

15

4-18yrs

Stanford-Binet, Fourth
Edition

(1) Test Composite ranged from
Moderate to Low Avg. (M =
62.33, SD = 11.82,
(2) Verbal Reasoning SS – M =
66.33 , SD = 12

Author(s)

n

Age Range

Measures

23

7-12yrs

WISC - R

Udwin et al.,
(1987)

44

6-16yrs

WISC - R

25

Arnold et al.,
(1985)

Major Findings for WS
Participants
(3) Abstract/Visual Reasoning SS
- M = 70.13 , SD = 13.89
(4) Quantitative Reasoning SS: M
= 70.15, SD = 8.14
(6) No sig. diff between verbal &
nonverbal skills
(1) 6 children had scores below
basal (40)
(2) Range of IQ for remaining 16
was 40 – 72; Mdn = 42
(3) Verbal IQ –Mdn = 49 (4
scored below floor)
(4) Performance IQ –Mdn = 47
(10 did not score above floor)
(5) No significant difference
between Verbal IQ &
Performance IQ
(1) Full Scale IQ fell below basal
level (40) for 10 participants
(2) Full Scale IQs for remaining
participants; M = 54.5,
(3) Verbal IQ: 8 participants
below floor; M = 62.4

Author(s)

n

Age Range

Measures

Major Findings for WS
Participants
(4) Performance IQ: 15 scored
below floor; M = 55.9
(6) Significantly higher IQ scores
on Verbal than Performance

20

6-14yrs, M = 10yrs

WISC - R

Boddaert et al.,
(2006)

9

5-15yrs

WISC -III

Don et al.,
(1999)

18

8-13yrs

WISC -III

26

Udwin & Yule
(1991)

(1) 6 children had Full Scale IQs
below the basal (40)
(2) For remaining children, Full
Scale IQ – M = 57.4, SD = 12.4
(3) Verbal IQ- 2 children below
45; remaining – M = 61.7, SD =
15.2
(4) Performance IQ- 10 children
below 45; remaining – M = 59.2,
SD = 8.4
Mean IQ: 63 ± 10; Performance
IQ: 53 ± 8; Verbal IQ: 76 ± 10
(1) Verbal skills better than
visuospatial skills
(2) VIQ: M = 61.83, SD = 10.27;
PIQ: M = 50.61, SD = 4.84; FSIQ:
M = 52.72, SD = 7.60
(3) Sig., pos. corr. between VIQ &
PIQ

27

Author(s)

n

Age Range

Measures

Major Findings for WS
Participants

Porter &
Coltheart (2005)

31

5-43yrs

W - J Tests of Cognitive
Ability-Revised

Porter & Dodd
(2011)

27

T1: 5 – 44yrs; T2:
10 – 50yrs

W - J Tests of Cognitive
Ability-Revised

(1) Strengths in verbal abilities
(4) Variability in cognitive
function
(1) IQ: T1- M = 44, SD = 18,; T2M = 47, SD = 17
(2) No sig change in IQ from T1
to T2

Karmiloff-Smith 20
et al., (1997)

8 – 34yrs (M =
18.7yrs, SD = 7.8)

WAIS –R,
WISC -R

Mean Verbal IQ: 66; Mean
Performance IQ: 54

Rae et al.,
(1998)

8 – 37yrs

WAIS –R,
WISC -III

(1) VIQ mean: 71.2
(2) PIQ mean: 60.3

Stevens &
11
Karmiloff-Smith
(1997)

8-31yrs

WAIS -R,
WISC -III

IQ mean =58.9

Deruelle et al.,
(1999)

12

7-23yrs

WISC - III,
WPPSI-R

Levy & Bechar
(2003)

9

6-17yrs
(M = 12 yrs 11 mos)

WISC -R, WPPSI

Verbal IQ (M = 58.3, SD = 11.5)
sig. higher than Performance IQ
(M = 48, SD = 7.6)
(1) Mean general IQ was 60.8

11

n

Age Range

Measures

Major Findings for WS
Participants

Carlier et al.,
(2006)

34

8 – 26yrs

WISC –IV,
Stanford-Binet:L-M

(1) Mean FSIQ: 52.70 ± 2.28

Kataria et al.,
(1984)

7

1-5yrs

Bayley, Stanford-Binet

M = 50.6

Mervis & John
(2010), review

120-DASII; 144MSEL

DAS-II: 4-17yrs;
MSEL: 2-4yrs

DAS-II; MSEL

Mervis &
Morris (2007),
review

306-KBIT;
KBIT: 4-17yrs;
211-DAS
DAS Preschool &
Preschool & School Age: 4-17;
School Age;
119-DAS

(1) Relative strengths in concrete
language & concrete nonverbal
reasoning
(2) Severe weakness in
visuospatial construction
(3) DAS-II: GCA – M: 64.56, SD:
12.33; Verbal Cluster SS – M:
74.06, SD: 16.41; Nonverbal
Reasoning Cluster SS – M: 78.89,
SD: 15.44; Spatial Cluster SS – M:
54.82, SD: 11.27; Recall of Digits
- Forward – M: 72.06, SD: 15.71,
(9) MSEL ELC - M: 61.45, SD:
11.31
(1) KBIT – IQ: M = 69.32, SD=
15.35; Vocab: M = 71.35, SD =
16.15; Matrices: M = 72.47, SD =
16.94

28

Author(s)

K-BIT, DAS, MSEL

Author(s)

n

Age Range

School Age; DAS School Age: 879-MSEL
17; MSEL: 2-4

Measures

Major Findings for WS
Participants
(2) DAS Preschool: GCA: M =
58.57, SD = 12.31
(3) DAS School Age: GCA: M =
58.29, SD = 12.77; Verbal Cluster
SS: M = 70.18, SD = 14.16;
Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster SS:
M = 67.43, SD = 11.44; Spatial
Cluster SS: M = 55.54, SD = 6.86
(4) MSEL – ELC: M = 63.44, SD
= 11.97

29

Abbreviations: Bayley = Bayley Scales of Infant Development (Bayley, 1969), CMMS = Columbia Mental Maturity Scale
(Bondy et al., 1969), DAS = Differential Ability Scales (Elliot, 1990, 2007), ELC = Early Learning Composite, GCA =
General Conceptual Ability, GCI = General Cognitive Index, KBIT = Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test (Kaufman & Kaufman,
1990, 2004), Leiter = Leiter International Performance Scale (Roid & Miller, 1997), IQ = intelligence quotient, M = mean,
MSCA = McCarthy Scales of Children’s Abilities (McCarthy, 1972), Mdn = median, MR = mental retardation, mo = months,
MSEL = Mullen Scales of Early Learning (Mullen, 1995), SD = standard deviation, SS = standard score, Stanford-Binet =
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test (Terman & Merrill, 1973), T1 = time 1, T2 = time 2, WAIS = Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale (Wechsler, 1981), WISC = Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (Wechsler, 1974, 1992, W - J = WoodcockJohnson, WPPSI = Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (Wechsler, 1967, 1995)

Eleven studies used a Wechsler test [e.g., Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children-Revised (WISC-R), Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-III
(WISC-III), Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence-Revised
(WPPSI-R), Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (WAIS-R)] to assess
intellectual abilities in individuals with WS (Arnold, Yule, & Martin, 1985;
Boddaert et al., 2006; Carlier et al., 2006; Deruelle et al., 1999; Don,
Schellenberg, & Rourke, 1999; Karmiloff-Smith et al., 1997; Levy & Bechar,
2003; Rae et al., 1998; Stevens & Karmiloff-Smith, 1997; Udwin & Yule, 1991;
Udwin, Yule, & Martin, 1987). As measured by these assessments, overall
intellectual abilities of participants with WS ranged from severe intellectual
disability to low average ability. Udwin, Yule, and Martin (1987) reported that
approximately 55% of participants earned Full Scale IQs below 50, approximately
41% earned SSs that fell within the moderate learning difficulties range (51-70),
and only about 5% of participants earned SSs above 71.Verbal intellectual
abilities also ranged from severe intellectual disability to low average ability.
Verbal IQ SSs fell below 50 for approximately 34% of participants.
Approximately 48% of participants earned SSs that fell within the moderate
learning difficulties range, and approximately 16% earned SSs that fell within the
borderline to low average range. Visuospatial and processing speed abilities
ranged from severe to borderline intellectual disability. More than half (~57%) of
participants earned Performance IQs below 50. Over 30% earned SSS that fell
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within the moderate learning difficulties range. No participants earned scores
above 85 (Udwin, Yule, & Martin, 1987). Three studies reported significant
differences between types of intellectual abilities (Don, Schellenberg, & Rourke,
1999; Deruelle et al., 1999; Udwin, Yule, & Martin, 1987). In all three studies,
verbal abilities were significantly higher than visuospatial and processing speed
abilities.
Though Wechsler tests have been commonly used to measure intellectual
abilities in individuals with WS, they are only normed to three standard deviations
below the mean, which is not low enough to fully capture the cognitive profiles of
individuals with WS (Mervis & John, 2010). Arnold, Yule, and Martin, 1985 used
the WISC-R (Wechsler, 1976) in a study of 23 children with WS. IQs could not
be computed for one child due to the child not earning an points on at least three
Performance subtests; Of the remaining 22 children, the computed IQs for six
were not above floor. The WISC-R (Wechsler, 1976) was also used in a study of
44 children with WS. Ten children had Full Scale IQs that fell below floor. Eight
participants were below floor on Verbal IQ and 15 on Performance IQ (Udwin,
Yule, & Martin, 1987). Similar findings were also obtained by Udwin and Yule
(1991).
The Wechsler tests measure nonverbal reasoning and spatial abilities
together; they do not fully capture the WS cognitive profile (Mervis & John,
2010). Visuospatial abilities are an area of weakness for individuals with WS; an
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intellectual assessment that does not measure this ability separate from others is
unable to measure the distinct intellectual characteristics of individuals with WS.
Two studies (Leyfer et al., 2012; Mervis & Morris, 2007) used the
Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test (KBIT), First Edition to measure IQ. In 12
studies (Hoffman et al., 2013; Klein-Tasman, Li-Barber, & Magargee, 2011;
Lense & Dykens, 2013; Martens et al., 2012; Martens, Jungers, & Steele, 2011;
Mervis et al., 2012; Pitts & Mervis, 2016; Opfer& Martens, 2012; Palomares &
Shannon, 2013; Plesa Skwerer, Ammerman, & Tager-Flusberg, 2013; van der
Fluit, Gaffrey, & Klein-Tasman, 2012; and Yoshioka et al., 2013), IQ was
measured using the second edition of the KBIT (KBIT-2). Both the KBIT and
KBIT-2 measure verbal and nonverbal abilities and yield an IQ composite.
Neither the KBIT nor the KBIT-2 measures visuospatial abilities; their relations
to other areas of intellectual abilities cannot be measured. IQ Composite SSs
ranged from severe intellectual disability to high average ability. Verbal SSs and
Nonverbal SSs ranged from severe intellectual disability to high average. In a
study of 292 individuals with WS, Pitts and Mervis (2016) reported mean IQ
Composite, mean Verbal, and mean Nonverbal SSs that fell within the borderline
range. The K-BIT and KBIT-2 are normed to four standard deviations below the
mean.
The Stanford-Binet (Terman & Merrill, 1973) was used in six studies
(Carlier et al., 1973; Crisco, Dobbs, & Mulhern, 1988; Fisch et al., 2010; Greer et
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al., 1997; Kataria, Goldstein, & Kushnick, 1984; Vicari et al., 2004). Global IQs
ranged from severe intellectual disability to average ability. Greer et al. (1997)
reported that 53% of participants had Global IQs within the mild disability range;
20% were within the moderate rang,; 20% within the borderline range, and 7%
were within the low average range. Greer et al. (1997) also reported Verbal
Reasoning and Quantitative Reasoning SSs that ranged from severe intellectual
disability to low average ability and Abstract/Visual Reasoning SSs from severe
intellectual ability to average ability..
Two studies (Porter & Coltheart, 2005; Porter & Dodd, 2011) used the
Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Cognitive Ability – Revised (Woodcock & Johnson,
1989, 1990). Overall IQ ranged from severe disability to borderline intellectual
ability. Porter and Coltheart (2005) reported relative strengths in auditory
processing and verbal abilities. Other measures used to assess intellectual abilities
include the Bayley Scales of Infant Development (Bayley, 1969), Columbia
Mental Maturity Scale (Bondy et al., 1969), McCarthy Scales of Children’s
Abilities (McCarthy, 1972), and Mullen Scales of Early Learning (Mullen, 1995).
IQs ranged from severe intellectual disability to average ability.
Intellectual abilities were measured using a version of the Differential
Ability Scale (DAS; Elliott, 1990, 2007) in six studies (Mervis et al., 2000;
Mervis, Klein-Tasman, & Mastin, 2001; Mervis & John, 2010; Mervis & Morris,
2007; Mervis & Pitts, 2015; and Mervis & Velleman, 2011). Two studies (Mervis
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et al., 2001; Mervis et al., 2000) used the DAS, and the DAS-II was used in the
other studies. General Conceptual Ability (GCA), which is similar to IQ, ranged
from severe intellectual disability to low average ability. The top of the range for
Verbal SS and Nonverbal Reasoning SS is in the average range (~100).
The DAS also measures spatial abilities in addition to verbal and
nonverbal reasoning abilities. The range of Spatial SSs was severe intellectual
ability to low average ability. At the group level, nonverbal reasoning abilities
were significantly higher than both verbal and spatial abilities, and verbal abilities
were significantly higher than spatial abilities (Mervis & Pitts, 2015; Mervis et
al., 2000).
The DAS-II subtests have been normed to four standard deviations below
the mean. This aspect further allows for the distinct cognitive profiles of
individuals with WS to be measured making it an ideal assessment to use with the
population.
A measure of nonverbal IQ was used in one study (Teixeira et al., 2010).
In the study, the Leiter International Performance Scale – Revised (Roid & Miller,
1997) was used. Teixeira et al. (2010) reported an average IQ that fell within the
mild intellectual disability range.
Three studies have examined the change in IQ over time. Gosch and
Pankau (1996) found mean IQ decreased by nine points over the two year period
of the study; by the end of the study, the number of participants who were
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classified as having intellectual disability increased from 22% to 50%. Overall IQ,
as measured by the WJ-R Cog, did not change significantly over time, although
10% of adults had a reliable decrease in language ability and 33% evidenced a
reliable increase (Porter & Dodd, 2011). Mervis and Pitts (2015) found GCA,
Verbal SS, Nonverbal Reasoning SS, and Special Nonverbal Composite, as
measured by the DAS-II, were stable over a 3-year period.
Two studies examined the relations between maternal education and child
intellectual ability. In a longitudinal study of 40 children with WS, Mervis et al.
(2012) reported that children whose mothers had a four-year college degree had
significantly higher Verbal SSs on the KBIT-2 than children whose mothers did
not have a four-year degree. Similar findings were obtained in a larger, crosssectional study by Pitts and Mervis (2016). The median Verbal SS and IQ
Composites differed by eight points between children whose mothers had a fouryear college degree and children whose mothers did not have a college degree.
However, the authors did not find a significant difference in Nonverbal SSs based
on maternal education. These two studies illustrate the important relation between
child verbal ability and maternal education. Maternal education strongly
influences child verbal ability; however, to date, no studies have examined the
underlying mechanisms behind this relation.
Several of the studies include participants with large age ranges, with the
age difference between the youngest and oldest participant ranging from 14 to 43
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years (e.g., Carlier et al., 2006; Deruelle et al., 1999; Greer et al., 1997; Jones &
Smith, 1975; Karmiloff-Smith et al., 1997; Lense & Dykens, 2013; Martens et al.,
2012; Martens, Jungers, & Steele, 2011; Mervis et al., 2000; Palomares &
Shannon, 2012; Porter & Coltheart, 2005; Porter & Dodd, 2011; Rae et al., 1998;
Stevens & Karmiloff-Smith, 1997; Vicari et al., 2004; Yoshioka et al., 2013).
These studies included both children and adults, making it difficult to ascertain
the unique strengths and weaknesses each age group might possess.
Due to this unique profile, it is important that a measure of intellectual
abilities be used that will fully capture the range of abilities in individuals with
WS. A measure, such as the DAS-II, that has been normed to at least four
standard deviations below the mean and measures spatial abilities separately from
other intellectual abilities is ideal. None of the studies examined the relations
between intellectual abilities and expressive vocabulary abilities. Additional
studies are needed to better understand the variability observed in nonverbal
reasoning abilities and to examine possible relations with expressive vocabulary.
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Parental Sensitivity
Parental sensitivity refers to how a parent provides for his or her child and
responds to him/her. The current understanding of parental sensitivity is rooted in
the work of Baumrind and Ainsworth (Tamis-LeMonda & Baumwell, 2011).
Baumrind (1967, 1991) rated parents of preschool and school-aged children for
responsiveness and demandingness and used the ratings to classify parents as
authoritative, authoritarian, or permissive. The ideal parents were those who were
authoritative – high in responsiveness and demandingness – and sensitive to their
child’s autonomy while providing structure and support (Tamis-LeMonda &
Baumwell, 2011). Ainsworth’s work (1978) focused on parental sensitivity in
infancy. Mothers who responded promptly and appropriately to their infant’s
signals were rated as highly sensitive, and their infants were securely attached.
These mothers were more accessible, accepting, and cooperative than mothers
whose infants were insecurely attached (Tamis-LeMonda & Baumwell, 2011).
Parental sensitivity can be conceptualized in a variety of ways. Parental
sensitivity can include the qualities of warmth, nurturance, stability,and
predictability (Warren & Brady, 2007). Contingent responsiveness, a parent’s
appropriate and prompt responses to exploratory and communicative initiatives by
his/her child, also may be included in parental sensitivity. Including contingent
responsiveness emphasizes that the process of parental sensitivity is reciprocal
and bidirectional (Tamis-LeMonda & Baumwell, 2011).
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Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development can provide a link between
parental sensitivity and child outcome. The zone of proximal development is the
distance between a child’s “actual developmental level as determined by
independent problem solving” (Wertsch, 2008, p. 66) and the “potential
development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance…”
(Wertsch, 2008, p. 66). The guidance an adult provides in the zone of proximal
development can have a significant impact on a child’s independent performance
in the future (Kermani & Brenner, 2000). A highly sensitive parent is attuned to
the needs of his/her child and can therefore provide the appropriate supports
his/her child needs in order to progress developmentally.
There is evidence to suggest that for optimal learning to occur it is
important for adults to modify their means of support based upon their child’s
level of competence. Optimal scaffolding occurs when an adult varies his/her
support based on the child’s skill level, provides minimal directiveness, and
responds appropriately to the child’s expression of emotions (Salonen, Lepola, &
Vauras, 2007). In a study of children ranging in age from 55 months to 76
months, Kermani and Brenner (2000) found that when children displayed
difficulty completing a task, mothers modified their level of support
appropriately, providing hints, directive instruction, and correcting errors.
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The purpose of this section is to briefly review prior studies of parental
sensitivity in parents of TD children and in parents of children with ID. The
publications that have examined parental sensitivity and its relations to child
language and/or cognitive abilities are listed in Tables 4 and 5. Studies were
included if participants included children in the age range included in the
dissertation study (4 – 8 years). Studies that include TD children are listed first, in
alphabetical order by author, followed by studies that include children with
ID/DD. Sample characteristics, assessment measures, and key findings are
described. Mode of assessment of cognitive abilities includes standardized
assessment; mode of assessment of language includes standardized assessment,
caregiver report, and analysis of words spoken. All studies report that the children
of mothers who are rated as high in maternal sensitivity perform significantly
better on measures of language and cognition than children of mothers who are
not rated high in maternal sensitivity. Most studies have a small age range.
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Table 4
Key Findings Regarding Sensitivity in Parents of TD Children
Author (s)
n
Age Range
Outcome Measures

Primary Findings of Relevance
to Dissertation Topic

40

Belsky et al.,
(2007)

1364
mothers &
TD children

6mos, 15mos,
24mos,
36mos,
54mos, 1st-6th
grade

Achievement: 4 subtests
from WJ-R; Parental
quality: Composite of
NICHD ECCRN codes
& HOME

Parenting strong & more
consistent predictor of child
development than early childcare; higher quality care
predicted higher vocab scores

Campbell et al.,
(2007)

1261
mothers &
TD children

6mos, 15mos,
24mos,
36mos,
54mos, 1st
grade

Achievement: 4 subtests
from WJ-R; Parental
sensitivity: NICHD
ECCRN codes

Sensitivity contributed unique
variance to WJ-R scores

Birth to
54mos

Parental sensitivity:
NICHD ECCRN codes;
Achievement: WJ-R
Cognitive: Expressive &
Auditory Comprehension
subtests on PLS

(1) Maternal sensitivity sig
predictor of child phoneme
knowledge at 54 mos or
kindergarten, but not 1st grade
(2) Higher on cognitive tests
when moms more sensitive
(3) Income-to-needs ratio,
maternal education, &
maternal sensitivity accounted

Downer & Pianta 832 TD
(2006)
children

Author (s)

n

Age Range

Outcome Measures

Primary Findings of Relevance
to Dissertation Topic
for sig increments in variance
in 1st grade cognitive function
(even when academic & social
competence controlled for)

Duncan &
Brooks-Gunn
(2000), review
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(1) Income influences home
environment – differences in
home learning environments of
higher & lower income
accounts for about ½ of the
effect of income on cognitive
development of preschool kids
& ¼ to 1/3 effect of income on
achievement scores in
elementary school
(2) Family economic stress
leads to conflict between kids
& parents
(3) Low income negatively
affects parent mental health,
which negatively affects
parent-child interactions

Author (s)

Hart & Risley
(1995)

n

42 from 3
SES grps
(13 –
professional,
23 –
workingclass, 6 –
welfare)

Age Range

Outcome Measures

42

Child CA at
Words per hour
st
1
observation:
Professional
(higher SES)–
9mos (7-11);
Working-class
(middle/lower
SES) – 9mos
(7-12);
Welfare –
8mos (7-9)

Primary Findings of Relevance
to Dissertation Topic
(1) Gap between 3 grps
beginning as early as 24mos –
children from professional
families had sig more vocab
words than children from
working class/ welfare families
(2) Time & talk associated
w/SES status – professional
families spent more time
w/their children & said 3x as
much as welfare parents did
(3) More affirmatives & fewer
prohibitions by professional
families than welfare families
(4) Parent feedback tone
(affirmative feedback) higher
in professional families, mixed
in working-class & little in
welfare families
(5) Guidance style – very little
in welfare families; higher in
working-class & professional
families, but mixed

Author (s)
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Hirsh-Pasek &
Burchinal (2006)

n

1097 TD
children &
their
mothers

Age Range

Birth – 54mos

Outcome Measures

Language: PLS-3;
Maternal sensitivity:
NICHD ECCRN codes;
Pre-academics: WJ-R
Cog

Primary Findings of Relevance
to Dissertation Topic
(8) Responsiveness (parent
response not preceded by
parent initiation) – professional
families more responsive
overall; most working-class
families responsive; mixed in
welfare families;
responsiveness strongly
associated with
accomplishment at age 3yrs
(1) On avg., children
experience moderate
sensitivity & stimulation from
mothers from birth to
preschool; moms slightly more
sensitive over time (dip at 15 –
24 mos)
(2) Children from more
advantaged families had moms
who were more sensitive at
each time point & overall
(3) Kids scored higher on
language tests when they had

Author (s)

Mulvaney et al.
(2006)

n

53 TD
children &
mothers

Age Range

1mo, 6mos,
15mos,
24mos, & 1st
grade

Outcome Measures

44

Cognition: Bayley,
School Readiness
Composite of Bracken,
& Selected subtests WJR; Maternal Sensitivity:
NICHD ECCRN codes

Primary Findings of Relevance
to Dissertation Topic
more sensitive caregiving from
moms on avg. over time
(4) Children scored higher on
language outcomes when
moms increased
responsiveness from 6 &
54mos
(1) Average sensitivity sig
predicted scaffolding
(2) Maternal vocabulary sig.
predict child cog abilities at 1st
grade
(3) Avg. sensitivity sig.
correlated with 1st grade cog
scores, Bayley score at 24
months, and score on school
readiness
(4) Avg. sensitivity also sig.
correlated with maternal
vocabulary, avg. income, and
maternal education

Author (s)

n

Age Range

Outcome Measures

Primary Findings of Relevance
to Dissertation Topic

1100

Birth – 1st
grade

Cognition: Selected
subtests WJ-R;
Language: PLS & ALI;
Sensitivity: NICHD
ECCRN codes

(1) Income-to-needs ratio &
maternal cog stimulation
predicted performance on cog
measures at 24 & 36mos &
language at 36mos

NICHD Early
Child Care
Research
Network (2003)

1002 TD
children

6mos, 15mos,
24mos,
36mos, &
54mos

Mat. cog. stimulation &
sensitivity: NICHD
ECCRN codes; DQ:
Bayley; School
Readiness: Bracken;
Language: Reynell;
Vocabulary: CDI

(1) @ 54mos: greater maternal
sensitivity & cog. stimulation
pos. associated with cognition
& language

NICHD Early
Child Care
Research
Network (2006)

1261 TD
children and
mothers

15, 24, 36, &
54 mos

Cognitive skills: Bayley;
Language: Reynell &
PLS; Maternal
sensitivity: Composite of
NICHD ECCRN codes +
HOME; School
Readiness: Bracken

(1) Children who experienced
more responsive & stimulating
parenting had higher scores on
cognitive & language measures
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NICHD Early
Child Care
Research
Network (2001)

Author (s)

Steelman et al.,
(2002)

n

Age Range

Outcome Measures

282 families
with TD
Children

Child CA: 12,
24, 40, &
54mos

Language: SICD &
CELF-Pre; Sensitivity:
Warm acceptance &
flexibility/responsiveness
Social skills: timeliness
of verbal response

Primary Findings of Relevance
to Dissertation Topic
(1) Mat warm responsiveness
@12mos predicted child
language at 24mos(2) Child
language at 40mos predicted
mat warm responsiveness at
54mos
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Abbreviations: ALI = Adaptive Language Inventory, Bayley = Bayley Scales of Infant Development, Bracken =
Bracken School Readiness Assessment; CA = chronological age, CDI = MacArthur Communicative Development
Inventory, CELF = Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals; DQ = developmental quotient, HOME = Home
Observation for the Measurement of the Environment Inventory, MSEL = Mullen Scales of Early Learning, mo =
months, NICHD ECCRN = NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, PLS = Preschool Language Scales, RDLS
= Reynell Developmental Language Scales, SCID = Sequenced Inventory of Communication Development, SD =
standard deviation, SES = socioeconomic status, SICD = Sequenced Inventory of Communicative Development, T1
= time 1, T2 = time 2, T3 = time3, TD = typically-developing, W - J = Woodcock-Johnson, yrs = years

Parental Sensitivity - Parents of Typically Developing Children
An important study of child language development and the role of parent
input was conducted by Hart and Risley (1995). The study was inspired by the
authors’ observations that there was a significant gap in vocabulary size between
children from impoverished environments and children of college professors and
that despite attempts at intervention with the children from impoverished
environments the gap in vocabulary size remained.
The study examined language development in 42 families with different
socioeconomic statuses (SES). Based on SES, the families were classified as
professional, working-class, or welfare. The children were observed beginning at
the age of eight or nine months through three years of age. All families engaged in
similar manners – teaching their children self-care skills, disciplining their
children, and talking to their children about similar topics. However, as early as
24 months, the children from professional families had produced significantly
more vocabulary words than children from working-class or welfare families.
Additionally, the children from professional families produced significantly more
utterances than children from working-class or welfare families (Hart & Risley,
1995).
The amount of time parents from each family type spent with their
children and
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the amount they spoke to their children also differed significantly. Parents in
professional families spent more time with their children and said three times as
much as parents in welfare families. Not only did the parents in professional
families spend more time with their children, interact with them more, and talk to
them more than parents in welfare families, they also addressed more words to
their child than parents from welfare families (Hart & Risley, 1995). The
professional parents also provided more responses to child utterances and more
initiations than parents from welfare families. The professional parents provided
more affirmations to their children and offered more affirmative feedback than
parents of children from welfare families. Parents from professional families were
also rated as being more responsive than parents from working-class or welfare
families (Hart & Risley, 1995).
Vocabulary development at age 3 years predicted later language abilities.
When the children were in third grade, 29 of the 42 families participated in a
follow-up study of the children’s performance. For the children observed, the rate
of vocabulary growth at age 3 years was strongly and positively associated with
performance on measures of receptive vocabulary, language development, and
reading comprehension at age 9-10 years. This study emphasizes how parental
interactions have long-lasting effects on child language development and school
performance (Hart & Risley, 2003).
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A large-scale study of parental responsiveness was conducted by the
NICHD Early Child Care Research Network. The study’s purpose was to examine
the variations in nonmaternal care and how they are related to the child’s socialemotional, cognitive, linguistic, and physical development. During the course of
the study, a wide variety of data was collected about the child, his/her parent(s),
home and school environments, additional caregivers, and cognitive, language,
and behavioral outcomes. Data collected that are of particular interest to the scope
of this study are the data on parental sensitivity and child language outcomes.
Four NICHD Early Child Care Research Network studies were reviewed for this
dissertation project (NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 2001, 2003,
2006, 2011). All of the studies are longitudinal, include large sample sizes, and
analyze data from infancy to 54 months or first grade. All of the studies found that
maternal sensitivity significantly impacted child outcome. Maternal sensitivity
predicted secure attachment at 15 months and secure attachment predicted more
positive mother-child interaction. Maternal vocabulary significantly predicted
child cognitive and language development at 15, 24, and 36 months (NICHD
Early Child Care Research Network, 2001). At 54 months, greater maternal
sensitivity was positively associated with cognitive and language abilities
(NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 2003). Overall, children whose
mothers were highly sensitive performed better on measures of cognitive and
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language abilities than children whose mothers were less sensitive (NICHD Early
Child Care Research Network, 2006).
Six additional studies not part of the NICHD Early Child Care Research
Network also examined relations between maternal sensitivity and child outcome
(Belsky et al., 2007; Campbell et al., 2007; Downer & Pianta, 2006; Hirsh-Pasek
& Burchinal, 2006; Mulvaney et al., 2006; Steelman et al., 2002). All but one
study (Steelman et al., 2002) used the codes used in the NICHD Early Child Care
Research Network. The findings of these studies were similar to the findings in
the NICHD Early Child Care Research Network studies. Hirsh-Pasek and
Burchinal (2006) reported that children scored higher on measures of language
when they had mothers who were rated higher in maternal sensitivity. One study
examined the change in maternal sensitivity over time (Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal,
2006). On average, maternal sensitivity did not change over time, though there
was a slight decrease in maternal sensitivity between 15 to 24 months, which the
authors related to the children entering the “terrible twos”.
Four studies (Belsky et al., 2007; Downer & Pianta, 2006; NICHD Early
Child Care Research Network, 2001, 2003) used three 7-point Likert scales to
measure maternal sensitivity. Supportive Presence, Respect for Child Autonomy,
and Hostility (reversed) were used by Belsky et al. (2007) and in the NICHD
Early Child Care Research Network (2001, 2003) studies. These three Likert
scales were used to measure maternal sensitivity at age 36 months, 54 months,
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and first grade in the study by Campbell et al. (2007); different scales were used
to measure sensitivity at ages 6-,15, and 24 months. Similarly, Mulvaney et al.
(2006) used these three Likert scales at age 36 months and used different scales
for 6-, 15-, and 24 months. Sensitivity, Respect for Child Autonomy, and Quality
of Assistance were used in the NICHD Early Child Care Research Network
(2001) study. A composite of maternal sensitivity was combined with composite
scores on a measure of positive stimulation in the home environment in Belsky et
al. (2007) and NICHD Early Child Care Research Network (2006).
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Table 5
Key Findings Regarding Sensitivity in Parents of Children with ID/DD
Author (s)
n
Age Range
Outcome Measures

Primary Findings of Relevance to
Dissertation Topic
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Baker et al.,
(2010)

33 children
with ASD
& mothers

18mos,
24mos,
30mos, 36mos

Language: MSEL;
Sensitivity: NICHD
ECCRN codes

Maternal sensitivity @ 18mos
predicted expressive language
growth from 2-3yrs

Brady et al.,
(2014)

55 mothers
of children
with FXS

Child CA:210yrs, M =
8.06yrs

IQ: Leiter-R;
Language: PPVT-4,
EVT-2, & #of
different words in
play session;
Sensitivity: Specific
behaviors during
interactions

(1) All 3 vocab measures
significantly correlated (pos.) with
early & sustained responsivity
(2) Sustained maternal sensitivity
significantly added to regression
model for receptive& expressive
vocab except for when
participants scored 0

Author (s)

n

Age Range

Outcome Measures

Primary Findings of Relevance to
Dissertation Topic

53

Dyches et al.,
(2012)

576
Child CA:
participants 1.5yrs-6.4yrs

Sensitivity:
Observation of
parent-child
interactions
w/ratings/counts of
parent & child behs

Moderate association between
pos. parenting and child outcomes

Sterling et al.,
(2013)

55 mothers
of children
with FXS

DQ: IQ; WISC-III;
MSEL;

(1) Child developmental level &
language ability strongly
influenced by behavior-bybehavior responsivity

Child CA:
10mos-40mos

Author (s)

n

Age Range

Outcome Measures

Warren &
Brady (2007),
review

54

Warren et al.,
(2010)

55 mothers
of children
with FXS

Child CA: T1:
11-48 mos;
T2: 26-64mos;
T3: 40-76mos

DQ: MSEL; Mat.
responsivity &
responsiveness:
observation

Primary Findings of Relevance to
Dissertation Topic
(1) Responsivity most effective
when it is sustained up to age 5yrs
– responsiveness early but not late
or late but not early associated
with significantly low language &
cognition
(2) No critical period for
sensitivity, just cumulative effect
(3) No studies have shown
negative effects of high
responsivity
Early mat responsivity positively
predicts child language

Abbreviations: CA = chronological age, DQ = developmental quotient, EVT = Expressive Vocabulary Test
(Williams, 2007), FXS = fragile x syndrome, Leiter = Leiter International Performance Scale, IQ = intelligence
quotient, mos = months, MSEL = Mullen Scales of Early Learning, PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, WISC
= Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children

Parental Sensitivity - Parents of Children with Intellectual Disability
The data from studies of parental responsiveness in parents of TD children
illustrate how important responsive parenting is to child cognitive and language
development. Responsivity is most effective when it is sustained up to age 5 years. There
is no critical period for sensitivity, rather the cumulative effect is most important (Warren
& Brady, 2007). Young children with DD evidence low rates of initiation and
responsiveness. They might be likely to receive less responsiveness from their parents;
examining parental responsiveness in this population is critical (Warren & Brady, 2007).
Parental sensitivity has been shown to predict cognitive and language outcomes
for children with ID/DD. The more positive the parent-child interaction, the greater the
gains in child language abilities (Warren & Brady, 2007). Twelve studies reviewed for
the dissertation project included children with ID/DD (Baker et al., 2010; Blacher, Baker,
& Kaladjian, 2013; Brady et al., 2014; Dyches et al., 2012; McDuffie & Yoder, 2010;
Siller & Sigman 2002; Siller & Sigman, 2008; Sterling et al., 2013; Warren et al., 2010;
Weisman et al., 2015; Wheeler et al., 2007; Yoder & Warren, 1999). One study used a
large age range (Siller & Sigman, 2002). All studies but one (Baker et al., 2010) used
observation and counting of behaviors to assess maternal sensitivity.
One study (Dyches et al., 2012) conducted a meta-analysis of 14 studies,
including 576 participants, and examined positive parenting in parents of children with
developmental delays, such as autism, Cerebral Palsy, or Down syndrome, The study
found a moderate association between positive parenting and child outcome.
All studies that examined child language outcomes found that maternal sensitivity
was a significant predictor. In a study of 55 mothers of children with FXS, Brady et al.
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(2013), examined relations between maternal sensitivity and child expressive vocabulary
as measured by the EVT-2. Child expressive vocabulary was significantly positively
correlated with early and sustained sensitivity. When sustained sensitivity was added to
the regression model, it significantly predicted expressive vocabulary except for
participants who had scored at floor.
Relations between Sensitivity and Income and/or Maternal Education
The results of the Hart and Risley (1995) study evidence the important relations
between parent-child interaction, family income, and parental education. Three studies
examined the relations between maternal sensitivity, maternal education, and child
outcome (Blacher, Baker, & Kaladjian, 2013; Campbell et al., 2007; Warren & Brady,
2007). Mothers with more education had lower negative parenting scores (Blacher,
Baker, & Kaladjian). Warren and Brady (2007) found that low maternal education was
strongly correlated with low maternal responsivity, and high maternal education was
strongly correlated with high maternal responsivity. Similarly, Campbell et al. (2007)
found that mothers with more education and higher incomes were more sensitive.
Income influences a child’s home environment and accounts for significant
effects on cognitive development (Duncan & Brooks-Gunn, 2000). It is hypothesized that
family financial stress leads to conflict between parents and children. Low income can
also affect parental mental health, which negatively affects parent-child interactions
(Duncan & Brooks-Gunn, 2000). Hungerford and Cox (2006) reported that disadvantage
in family income has negative effects on child cognitive development and on the parents
as well. Two studies examined the relations between maternal sensitivity, family income,
and child outcome (Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal, 2006; NICHD Early Child Care Research
Network, 2001). Children from more advantaged families had mothers who were more
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sensitive at each time point in the study and overall (Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal, 2006) and
income in combination with mother’s cognitive stimulation predicted a child’s cognitive
abilities on measures at 24 and 36 months and language abilities at 36 months. The 2011
study by the NICHD Early Child Care Research Network examined the relations between
maternal education, family income, and maternal sensitivity. Income, maternal education,
and maternal sensitivity accounted for significant variance in cognitive function in first
grade.
Dissertation Project
As indicated in the literature review earlier in this chapter, the results of studies of
maternal interaction style for both TD children and children with ID/DD and their
mothers indicate that there are significant relations between maternal sensitivity and child
language outcomes. Children whose mothers are rated as highly sensitive perform better
on measures of language abilities than do children of mothers who are rated as less
sensitive (e.g., Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal, 2006; NICHD Early Child Care Research
Network, 2001, 2003, 2006; Warren & Brady, 2007, 2010).
In these studies, maternal sensitivity was most commonly measured based on a
composite formed from three scales on the Parent Rating Scales for the NICHD Early
Child Care Research Network: Supportive Presence (demonstration of positive regard
and emotional support), Respect for Child Autonomy (recognition and respect for the
validity of the child’s individuality, motives, and perspectives), and Hostility (adult
expression of anger, discounting, or rejecting the child) (reversed).This composite was
selected as the measure of maternal sensitivity for my dissertation project.
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As indicated in the prior literature review, there also is evidence that family income is
related to both maternal sensitivity and child language and cognitive outcomes. Annual
family income is significantly positively correlated with maternal interaction style
composite, and both family income-to-needs ratio and maternal interaction style
composite significantly predicted child language scores (e.g., Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal,
2006; NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 2001). In addition, nonverbal
reasoning abilities were found to be related to expressive language abilities for
individuals with WS (e.g., Mervis, 1999). For this reason, measures of annual family
income, child nonverbal reasoning abilities, and child CA also were included in the
dissertation project.
To date, no studies have examined relations between maternal sensitivity and child
expressive vocabulary ability in children with WS. WS is a genetic syndrome with a
unique cognitive and language profile. There is significant variability in both nonverbal
reasoning abilities and language abilities among individuals with WS. It is likely that
variation in maternal sensitivity would account for some of the variability in language
and/or cognitive abilities. The purpose of this dissertation is to test the hypothesis that
maternal interaction style predicts child expressive vocabulary ability in children with
WS relative to TD peers, beyond the effects of child nonverbal reasoning ability, child
CA, and annual family income.
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CHAPTER II
METHOD AND RESULTS
Method
Participants
The final sample included 75 children (40 boys and 35 girls) with WS and their
mothers. All children had genetically-confirmed, classic-length WS deletions. The
children’s ages ranged from 4.01 through 8.39 years (M = 5.66, Mdn = 5.17, SD = 1.52).
This age range was selected so that participants would be assessed using the same version
of the DAS-II (DAS-II Early Years), the measure of intellectual abilities used in the
study. Participants were recruited through a study of language and cognitive development
in individuals with WS conducted at the University of Louisville by Dr. Carolyn Mervis.
Children were excluded if they also had an autism spectrum disorder (n = 1) or an
additional syndrome expected to affect intellectual functioning or behavior (n = 1; fetal
alcohol syndrome). One additional child was excluded because her standardized residual
was more than 3 SDs below the mean in the regression predicting EVT-2 SS.
The racial and ethnic distribution of the 75 participants was: 64 (85.3%) White
non-Hispanic; 4 (5.3%) White Hispanic; 1 (1.3%) Asian non-Hispanic; 1 (1.3%) AfricanAmerican non-Hispanic; 3 (4.0%) biracial non-Hispanic [1 American Indian and White; 1
Asian and White; 1 Hawaiian/Pacific Islander and White]; 1 (1.3%) biracial Hispanic;
and 1 (1.3%) tri-racial Hispanic [American-Indian, African-American, and White].
Approximately 79% of mothers reported having attained a bachelor’s degree or higher.
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Measures: Independent Variables
Nonverbal Reasoning: The Differential Ability Scales-II Early Years (DAS-II;
Elliott, 2007) is an individually administered assessment of intellectual abilities of
individuals aged 2.5 through 8.99 years. The DAS-II Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster
standard score (SS) was used to measure nonverbal reasoning. For the general population,
the mean is 100, the standard deviation (SD) is 15, and the range is 32 to 170. Test-retest
reliability for the DAS-II Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster SS is .73 to .77. Internal
consistency for the DAS-II Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster SS ranges from .85 to .94 for
children aged 4 – 8 years. It demonstrates validity with other standardized measures of
cognitive abilities (e.g., WPPSI-III, WISC-IV). During the process of standardizing the
DAS-II, special group studies were conducted to examine the clinical utility of the
assessment. In a group study of children with ID, the mean Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster
SS was 60.7, which is significantly lower (p <.01) than the mean Nonverbal Reasoning
Cluster SS for the matched control group (M= 102.0).
Maternal Interaction Style: The National Institutes of Child and Human
Development Study of Early Child Care and Youth Development Coding System (InterUniversity Consortium for Political and Social Research, 2007) was developed to
measure the quality of parent-child interaction. The scales include measures of a variety
of qualities on a 7-point Likert-type scale, ranging from not at all characteristic of the
interaction (1) to highly characteristic of the interaction (7). For the present study, three
scales were used: Supportive Presence (demonstration of positive regard and emotional
support), Respect for Child Autonomy (recognition and respect for the validity of the
child’s individuality, motives, and perspectives), and Hostility (adult expression of anger,
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discounting, or rejecting the child). The score on the Hostility scale was reversed, so that
higher scores corresponded to lower hostility. A composite was formed from the sum of
the scores on these three scales. The possible range of scores is 3 – 21.
A composite score formed from these three scales has been used in several studies
of parent-child interaction (NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 2001, 2003,
2006). One of these studies included children with epilepsy, autism, or ID (NICHD Early
Child Care Research Network, 2003).
Dependent Variable
Expressive Vocabulary. The Expressive Vocabulary Test-2 (EVT-2; Williams,
2007) is an individually administered assessment used to assess single-word expressive
vocabulary in individuals aged 2 years 6 months through 90 years. It is comprised of 190
items that are arranged in order of increasing difficulty. For the general population, the
mean is 100 and the SD is 15. Standard scores can range from 20 to 160. Split-half
reliability for ages 4-8 years is .90-.95; test-retest reliability ranges from .94 to .97. The
EVT-2 demonstrates validity with standard measures of language abilities, including the
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-4 (PPVT-4; Dunn & Dunn, 2007) and the Core
Language, Receptive Language, and Expressive Language Indices from the Clinical
Evaluation of Language Fundamentals -4 (CELF-4; Semel, Wiig, & Secord, 2003). The
EVT-2 was not normed on children with ID/DD, but it has been used to assess expressive
vocabulary in these populations (e.g., Finestack et al., 2013; Mervis & John, 2010;
Mervis & Pitts, 2015; Unterstein, 2010).
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Procedure
Parental consent was obtained as part of a larger study of the development of children
with WS. The DAS-II and EVT-2 were part of a larger battery of assessments that was
administered to participants over two days. The DAS-II was administered on the first day
of testing; most often, the EVT-2 was administered on the second day of testing. Both
were administered according to the standardized procedures. Usually on the first day of
testing, after testing had been completed the mother and child completed a 30-minute
play session in a laboratory play room equipped with developmentally appropriate toys.
The mother was asked to play with her child as she would at home. All play sessions
were video recorded. Videotapes of the play sessions were coded using selected scales
from the NICHD Early Child Care Research Network Study of Early Child Care. Coders
were two doctoral students trained to reliability of 80% agreement within one point on
the overall composite. The training process took approximately two weeks. Prior to
viewing play session videotapes, the doctoral students reviewed the scoring criteria for
each scale that would be included in the study and discussed and agreed upon behaviors
and actions that would meet those criteria. To practice using the scoring criteria, ten play
session videotapes of participants included in the study were chosen at random. Careful
attention was paid to ensure that the play sessions were from dates prior to the beginning
of the dissertation study. Coders watched and coded the videotapes independently. Once
this was completed, the coders compared their scores for each of the videotapes and
discussed each rating. Once the coders felt comfortable with the coding procedure,
coding for the study began. All videotapes were independently coded by both raters.
Additionally, both raters were blind to participants’ DAS-II Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster
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and EVT-2 SSs. For each of the three scales, scores for the two raters were within one
point for 100% of the play sessions. Composite scores for the two raters were within one
point for 86.7% (65 out of 75) of the play sessions. For the remaining play sessions,
composite scores differed by two points. As the measure of maternal interaction style, the
average of the two coders’ composite scores was used.
Results
Descriptive Statistics
Prior to conducting the primary correlational analyses, histograms of the
distributions of the variables [expressive vocabulary (EVT-2 SS), maternal interaction
style composite score, nonverbal reasoning (DAS-II Nonverbal Reasoning cluster SS),
and estimated annual family income] were examined visually and their distributions
compared to the normal curve. Tests of skewness and kurtosis were also conducted. Prior
to conducting the multiple regression analyses, standardized residuals were examined and
a test of normality of the residuals (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) was conducted. Though the
test of normality was not significant, the histogram and boxplot of the standardized
residuals indicated that there was one outlier whose value was more than 3 SDs below the
mean.. This participant was removed. The test of normality was conducted again, and it
was not statistically significant. The histogram and boxplot of the standardized residuals
did not indicate the presence of outliers.
Multicollinearity of each model was evaluated by examining the variance
inflation factor (VIF) (values greater than 10 are problematic) and tolerance (values
below .1 are problematic). All VIFS and tolerance values were within acceptable limits.
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Descriptive statistics are reported in Table 6. As indicated in the table, the mean
DAS-II Nonverbal Reasoning SS was at the borderline to low average level with a range
from moderate intellectual disability to high average ability. The mean EVT-2 SS was at
the low average level with a range from severe intellectual disability to high average
ability. Maternal interaction style composite scores ranged from low (indicating that the
mother’s interaction style with her child was not very sensitive) to the highest score
possible (indicating that the mother’s interaction style with her child was highly
sensitive).The mean maternal interaction style composite score was slightly above the
midpoint of the interaction style scale.
Table 6
Descriptive Statistics for Independent and Dependent Variables
Variable
Mean
Median
SD
Range
Child CA (in years)
5.66
5.17
1.52
4.01 – 8.39
Estimated Family Income
$168.2
$120.0 $159.4 $25.0 – $1000.0
(in thousands)
DAS-II Nonverbal
79.37
80.00
14.80
41 – 113
Reasoning Cluster SS
Maternal Interaction Style
15.77
16.00
1.92
10.5 – 21.0
Compositea
EVT-2 SS

81.64

83.00

16.50

30 – 117

Abbreviations: DAS-II = Differential Ability Scales-II Early Years; EVT-2 = Expressive
Vocabulary Test-2
a
Possible range: 3 – 21

Correlations
Bivariate Pearson correlations were conducted to examine the potential relations
between child CA, estimated annual family income, maternal education, DAS-II
Nonverbal Reasoning SS, maternal interaction style composite, and EVT-2 SS (see Table
7). Scatterplots of these correlations are shown in Figures 1 – 4.
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Table 7
Parametric Correlations Between Independent and Dependent Variables
Correlations
Variables
2
3
4
5
6
1.Child CA
.21 -.02
.18
.06
.10
2. Estimated
--- .24*
.15
.06
.04
Annual Family
Income
--3. Maternal
--.18
-.03
.06
Education
4. DAS-II
------.37**
.64***
Nonverbal
Reasoning
Cluster SS
5. Maternal
--------.44**
Interaction
Style
Composite
6. EVT-2 SS
----------* p < .05, **p < .001 (2-tailed)

Figure 1. Scatterplot of correlations between Estimated Annual Family Income and
Maternal Education.
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Figure 2. Scatterplot of correlations between Maternal Interaction Style Composite and
DAS-II Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster SS.

Figures 3. Scatterplot of correlations between DAS-II Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster SS
and EVT-2 SS.
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Figure 4. Scatterplot of correlations between Maternal Interaction Style Composite and
EVT-2 SS.

Preliminary analyses revealed significant relations between the maternal interaction style
composite, nonverbal reasoning ability, and expressive vocabulary ability, and between
nonverbal reasoning ability with expressive vocabulary ability. There were also
significant relations between annual family income and maternal education.
Following the preliminary analyses, the primary study hypothesis was tested:
Mother’s interaction style will predict child expressive vocabulary ability in children with
WS relative to TD peers, even after taking into account child nonverbal reasoning ability
relative to TD peers, child CA, annual family income, and maternal education.
Regressions. To test the hypothesis that maternal interaction style composite
significantly predicted child EVT-2 SS even after controlling for child CA, estimated
annual family income, maternal education, and child nonverbal reasoning ability,
sequential model multiple regression analysis was performed. Model 1 was comprised of
child CA, estimated annual family income, maternal education, and DAS-II Nonverbal
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Reasoning Cluster SS. Maternal interaction style was added to form Model 2 (see Table
8). The change in R2 and the beta weights are shown in Table 8.
Model 1 provided a significant fit to the data, F (4,70) = 12.67, p < .001, yielding
a large effect size (f2 = .72) and explaining 38.7% of the variance in child EVT-2 SS.
DAS-II Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster SS was the only significant predictor of child
expressive vocabulary SS (p < .001).
Model 2 also provided a significant fit to the data, F (1, 69) = 12.00,
p < .001, and the fit provided by Model 2 was significantly better than that provided by
Model 1 with an R2 change of .045 (p = .02). The effect size was large (f2 = .75) and the
model explained 42.6% of the variance in child EVT-2 SS. Maternal interaction style
composite and DAS-II Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster SS were the only significant
predictors of child EVT-2 SS (p = .02 and p < .001, respectively). These results support
the hypothesis that mother-child interaction style significantly predicts child expressive
vocabulary in children with WS aged 4– 8 years even after taking into account the effects
of nonverbal reasoning ability, family income, maternal education, and child CA.
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Table 8
Sequential Multiple Regression Analysis Predicting EVT-2 SS
EVT-2 SS
Predictor

Adj. R2

Δ R2

β

p

Model 1

.39

.42**

Child CA

-.01

.88

Estimated Annual
Family Income

-.04

.67

Maternal Education

-.05

.60

DAS-II Nonverbal
Reasoning Cluster SS

.66

<.0001

Child CA

-.01

.92

Estimated Annual
Family Income

-.05

.60

Maternal Education

-.03

.79

DAS-II Nonverbal
Reasoning Cluster SS

.57

<.0001

Maternal Interaction
Style Composite

.23

.02

Model 2

.43

.04*

*

p < .05, **p < .0001

Additional Analyses
Generally, there was variability in the scores mothers received on each of the
three scales included in the maternal interaction composite. Analyses were conducted in
order to examine the effects of each of the three scales. The average of the two coders’
scores was used as the measure for each scale. Cohen’s Κ was run to determine if there
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was agreement between the two raters. There was moderate agreement for Supportive
Presence and Respect for child Autonomy, K = .59 (95% CI, .51 to .67, p < .0001 and Κ
= .50 (95% CI, .42 to .58), p < .0001, respectively and substantial agreement for Hostility
Κ = .66 (95% CI, .58 to .74), p < .0001. Descriptive statistics for each of the scales are
reported in Table 9.
Table 9
Descriptive Statistics for Supportive Presence, Respect for Child Autonomy, and Hostility
(reversed)
Variable
Mean
Median
SD
Range
a
Supportive Presence
5.11
5.00
0.82
3-7
Respect for Child
4.83
5.00
0.86
2.5 - 7
a
Autonomy
Hostilitya (reversed)
5.83
6.00
0.71
4-7
a
Possible range: 1 – 7

Correlations
Bivariate parametric correlations were conducted to examine the potential
relations between child CA, estimated annual family income, maternal education, DAS-II
Nonverbal Reasoning SS, Supportive Presence, Respect for Child Autonomy, Hostility
(reversed), and EVT-2 SS (see Table 10). Scatterplots of these correlations are shown in
Figures 5 – 13.
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Table 10
Parametric Correlations Between Independent and Dependent Variables
Correlations
Variables
Supportive
Respect for Hostility
Presence
Child
Autonomy
Child CA
-.02
.08
.09
Estimated Annual
.02
.01
.14
Family Income
Maternal Education
.15
-.14
-.08
DAS-II Nonverbal
.23
.34*
.32*
Reasoning Cluster SS
EVT-2 SS
.19
.45**
.42**
Supportive Presence
--.39**
.41**
Respect for Child
----.60**
Autonomy
Hostility
------* p< .05, **p≤ .001 (2-tailed)

Figure 5. Scatterplot of correlations between Respect for Child Autonomy and DAS-II
Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster SS.
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Figures 6. Scatterplot of correlations between Hostility (reversed) and DAS-II Nonverbal
Reasoning Cluster SS.

Figures 7. Scatterplot of correlations between Respect for Child Autonomy and EVT-2
SS.
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Figure 8. Scatterplot of correlations between Hostility (reversed) and EVT-2 SS.

Figure 9. Scatterplot of correlations between Supportive Presence and DAS-II Nonverbal
Reasoning Cluster SS.
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Figure 10. Scatterplot of correlations between Supportive Presence and EVT-2 SS.

Figure 11. Scatterplot of correlations between Supportive Presence and Respect for Child
Autonomy.
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Figure 12. Scatterplot of correlation between Supportive Presence and Hostility
(reversed).

Figure 13. Scatterplot of correlations between Respect for Child Autonomy and Hostility
(reversed).

Ratings for Respect for Child Autonomy and for Hostility (reversed) were
significantly correlated with child EVT-2 SS. Supportive Presence was not correlated
with EVT-2 SS. A new composite comprised of only Respect for Child Autonomy and
Hostility (reversed) was created (Respect-Hostility Composite) and the potential relations
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between child CA, estimated annual family income, maternal education, DAS-II
Nonverbal Reasoning SS, and EVT-2 SS were examined (see Table 12). Scatterplots of
these correlations are shown in Figures 14 – 16.
Table 11
Descriptive Statistics for the Respect-Hostility Composite
Variable
Mean
Median
SD
Respect-Hostility
10.66
11.00
1.41
Composite
a
Possible range: 2 – 14

Range
7.5 – 14.0

Table 12
Parametric Correlations between Independent Variables and the Respect-Hostility
Composite
Correlations
Variables
Respect-Hostility Composite
Child CA
.09
Estimated Annual Family
.07
Income
Maternal Education
-.13
DAS-II Nonverbal
.37**
Reasoning Cluster SS
EVT-2 SS
.49**
Supportive Presence
.45**
Respect for Child Autonomy
--Hostility
--* p< .05, **p≤ .001 (2-tailed)
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Figure 14. Scatterplot of correlations between Respect-Hostility Composite and DAS-II
Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster SS.

Figures 15. Scatterplot of correlations between Respect-Hostility Composite and EVT-2
SS.
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Figure 16. Scatterplot of correlations between Respect-Hostility Composite and
Supportive Presence.

Regressions. To determine whether components of the maternal interaction style
composite significantly predicted child EVT-II SS even after controlling for child CA,
estimated annual family income, maternal education, and child nonverbal reasoning
ability, a series of two-step regression models was performed. Model 1 was comprised of
child CA, estimated annual family income, maternal education, and DAS-II Nonverbal
Reasoning Cluster SS (Table 13). Model 1 provided a significant fit to the data, F (4,70)
= 12.67, p < .001, yielding a large effect size (f2 = .72) and explaining 38.7% of the
variance in child EVT-2 SS. DAS-II Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster SS was the only
significant predictor of child expressive vocabulary SS (p < .001).
Four additional regressions (Models 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d) were conducted with
components of the maternal interaction style composite and Model 1 as the first step in
each of the regressions (Table 13).
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Table 13
Sequential Multiple Regression Analysis Predicting EVT-2 SS
EVT-2 SS
Predictor

Adj. R2

Δ R2

β

p

Model 1

.39

.42**

Child CA

-.01

.88

Estimated Annual
Family Income

-.04

.67

Maternal Education

-.05

.60

DAS-II Nonverbal
Reasoning Cluster SS

.66

<.0001

Child CA

-.01

.90

Estimated Annual
Family Income

-.04

.68

Maternal Education

-.06

.56

DAS-II Nonverbal
Reasoning Cluster SS

.65

<.0001

Supportive Presence

.05

.58

Child CA

-.01

.87

Estimated Annual
Family Income

-.04

.65

Maternal Education

.004

.96

DAS-II Nonverbal
Reasoning Cluster SS

.56

<.0001

Model 2a

Model 2b

.38

.003

.43

.06*
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Respect for Child
Autonomy

.26

.01

Child CA

-.01

.88

Estimated Annual
Family Income

-.07

.44

Maternal Education

-.01

.93

DAS-II Nonverbal
Reasoning Cluster SS

.58

<.0001

Hostility (reversed)

.24

.003

Child CA

-.01

.88

Estimated Annual
Family Income

-.06

.51

Maternal Education

-.01

.89

DAS-II Nonverbal
Reasoning Cluster SS

.55

<.0001

Respect-Hostility
Composite

.29

.003

Model 2c

Model 2d

.43

.05*

.45

.07*

*

p < .05, **p < .0001

Supportive Presence (Model 2a) does not significantly increase the amount of
variance accounted for in EVT-2 beyond that which is accounted for in Model 1.
Respect for Child Autonomy (Model 2b) significantly increased the amount of
variance accounted for in Model 1 with an R2 change of .06 (p = .008). The effect size
was large (f2 = .79) and the model explained 43.8% of the variance in child EVT-2 SS.
Child CA, estimated family income, and maternal education were not significant
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predictors of child EVT-2 SS (ps > .5). Respect for Child Autonomy and DAS-II
Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster SS were significant predictors of child EVT-2 SS (p = .008
and p < .001, respectively).
Hostility (reversed) (Model 2c) significantly increased the amount of variance
accounted for in Model 1 with an R2 change of .05 (p = .01). The effect size was large (f2
=.75) and the model explained 43.2% of the variance in child EVT-2 SS. Child CAs,
estimated family income, and maternal education were not significant predictors of child
EVT-2 SS (ps > .5). Hostility (reversed) and DAS-II Nonverbal Reasoning Cluster SS
were significant predictors of child EVT-2 SS (p = .01 and p < .001, respectively).
The Respect for Child Autonomy-Hostility Composite (Model 2d) significantly
increased the amount of variance accounted for in Model 1 with an R2 change of .07 (p =
.01). The effect size was large (f2 =.82) and the model explained 45% of the variance in
child EVT-2 SS. Child CAs, estimated family income, and maternal education were not
significant predictors of child EVT-2 SS (ps > .5). The Composite and DAS-II Nonverbal
Reasoning Cluster SS were significant predictors of child EVT-2 SS (p = .003 and p <
.001, respectively).
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CHAPTER III
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The purpose of this dissertation was to examine the relations between child CA,
estimated annual family income, maternal education, child nonverbal reasoning ability,
child expressive vocabulary, and maternal interaction style for young children with WS.
The hypothesis of the study was that mothers’ interaction style would predict child
expressive vocabulary ability in children with WS relative to TD peers, even after taking
into account child nonverbal reasoning ability relative to TD peers, child CA, and annual
family income. This is the first study to examine interaction style in mothers of young
children with WS and its relation to child expressive vocabulary. This chapter is divided
into seven sections. In the first five sections,, the results are discussed in the context of
prior research. In the sixth section, the clinical implications of these findings are
considered,, and in the seventh, directions for future research are addressed.
Relations between Maternal Interaction Style and Child Expressive Vocabulary
Maternal interaction style is one aspect of a mother’s parenting style that refers to
how she engages with her child. Broadly, a positive maternal interaction style is warm,
nurturing, stable, and predictable (Warren & Brady, 2007). In the present study, maternal
interaction style was rated using a composite comprised of three scales from the NICHD
Study of Early Child Care Research Network- Supportive Presence (demonstration of
positive regard and emotional support), Respect for Child Autonomy (recognition and
respect for the validity of the child’s individuality, motives, and perspectives), and
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Hostility (adult expression of anger, discounting, or rejecting the child). The score on the
Hostility scale was reversed, so that higher scores corresponded to lower hostility.
Together, these three scales have been used to measure maternal sensitivity in studies
examining relations between maternal sensitivity and child outcomes (e.g., Belsky et al.,
2007; Downer & Pianta, 2006; NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 2003).
In the present study, a significant correlation with a moderate effect size was
found between the maternal interaction style composite and children expressive
vocabulary ability relative to TD peers. This finding is consistent with those from prior
studies both of TD children and children with ID. Using the same maternal interaction
style composite as in the present study, Belsky et al. (2007) found correlations with
medium-to-large effect sizes between the maternal interaction style composite and
concurrent expressive vocabulary abilities when the children were 54 months old, and
when they were in first, third, and fifth grades. Also based on the same maternal
interaction style composite, the authors of the NICHD Early Child Care Research
Network (2003) study found a correlation with a medium effect size between maternal
interaction style when the child was 54 months and the child’s concurrent performance
on a composite including receptive and expressive language for a large sample of
children from the general population.
Similar findings using different measures of maternal interaction style that also
focused on maternal sensitivity/responsivity have been reported in studies of children
with ID/DD. Baker et al. (2010) reported a large effect size for the relation between
maternal sensitivity at 18 months and child expressive vocabulary change between ages 2
and 3 years for a sample of 33 children with an autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Brady
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et al. (2014) found medium to large effect sizes for the relation between maternal
responsivity (averaged over four observations at different ages) and child expressive
vocabulary as measured by EVT-2 raw scores for children with fragile X syndrome
(FXS).
Importantly, in the present study maternal interaction style composite accounted
for a significant amount of the variance (5%) in child expressive vocabulary ability
relative to TD peers even after accounting for the effects of child age, family annual
income, and child nonverbal reasoning ability relative to TD peers. Multiple regression
analyses determined that maternal interaction style was a significant predictor of child
expressive vocabulary even after child nonverbal reasoning abilities were taken into
account.
The finding that maternal interaction style was a significant predictor of child
expressive vocabulary is consistent with previous literature. Belsky et al. (2007) reported
that higher levels of parenting quality at 54 months, first grade, and third grade predicted
greater vocabulary achievement in fifth grade even after child ethnicity, child gender,
maternal education, maternal depression, and mean income-to-needs ratio were taken into
account. Maternal sensitivity at age 3 years significantly predicted expressive language
scores at age 54 months (Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal, 2006) even after controlling for
quality of parenting and teaching. Maternal sensitivity at age 54 months significantly
predicted concurrent expressive language scores (NICHD Early Child Care Research
Network, 2003) even after controlling for child gender, child temperament at 1 month of
age, child attention at 15 months of age, family income, and maternal vocabulary.
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Similar results have been reported in studies of children with ID/DD. Maternal
sensitivity at age 18 months predicted expressive language growth in children with ASD
(Baker et al., 2010). No variables were controlled for in the study. Maternal sensitivity
(averaged over four observations at different ages) predicted expressive vocabulary
scores at age 8 years in children with FXS (Brady et al., 2014) even after controlling for
responsivity at the first time period, autism symptoms, and cognitive development. In a
study of toddlers and preschoolers with FXS, using hierarchical linear modeling, Warren
et al (2010) found a significant effect of maternal sensitivity (over three observations at
different ages) on child expressive vocabulary as measured by Mullen Scales of Learning
Expressive Language raw scores for children with FXS even after controlling for child
developmental level and autism symptoms.
Relations with Nonverbal Reasoning Ability
In the present study, a significant correlation with a large effect size was found
between child nonverbal reasoning SS and child expressive vocabulary SS. This finding
is consistent with prior studies of individuals with WS. Controlling for participant CA,
Mervis (1999) found a large effect size for the relation between expressive vocabulary as
measured by K-BIT Verbal (measuring primarily expressive vocabulary) SS and
Nonverbal (measuring nonverbal reasoning) SS. Pitts and Mervis (2016) found large
effect sizes for the relation between KBIT-2 Verbal SS and Nonverbal SS for children
aged 4 -6 years and 7-12 years. Don et al. (1999) found a large effect size for the relation
between receptive vocabulary as measured by the PPVT-R and Performance IQ on the
WISC-III and a large effect size for the relation between Verbal IQ and Performance IQ
on the WISC-III for children aged 8 – 13 years.
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In the present study, a significant correlation with a medium effect size was also
found between maternal interaction style composite and child nonverbal reasoning. One
related finding has been reported. Belsky et al. (2007) found correlations with mediumto-large effect sizes between maternal interaction style composite at 54 months and child
first, third, and fifth grade and concurrent math abilities, for children in the general
population.
Relations between Maternal Interaction Style Subscales and Expressive Vocabulary
and Nonverbal Reasoning
The current study is the first to examine the relations between maternal interaction
style subscales and expressive vocabulary and nonverbal reasoning. Significant
correlations with medium effect sizes were found between child expressive vocabulary
and Respect for Child Autonomy, Hostility (reversed) and a composite of those two
subscales. Significant correlations with medium effect sizes were also found between
child nonverbal reasoning and Respect for Child Autonomy, Hostility (reversed) and a
composite of those two subscales. Supportive Presence was significantly correlated with
Respect for Child Autonomy and Hostility (reversed), but it was not significantly
correlated with child expressive vocabulary or nonverbal reasoning.
Respect for Child Autonomy, Hostility (reversed), and the composite of these two
subscales were significant predictors of child expressive vocabulary. These findings
indicate that a behavioral style that included validation of the child’s individuality,
perspectives, and motives (Respect for Child Autonomy) and a lack of expression of
anger, discounting, or rejection directed toward the child (Hostility (reversed)) positively
predicted expressive vocabulary SS for children with WS even after controlling for
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nonverbal reasoning ability and demographic variables. Maternal expression of positive
regard and support toward the child (Supportive Presence) was not significantly related to
child expressive vocabulary SS and appears to play less of a role in development of child
expressive vocabulary.
These results indicate that interventions for parent-child interactions that target
child language development in children with disabilities should target instructing the
parent to validate the child as an individual and his/her perspectives and motives and
working to minimize expressions of anger, discounting, or rejection directed toward the
child. One such intervention that has examined the role of maternal responsivity on child
expressive language development in children with developmental disabilities is milieu
teaching. The intervention has been shown to significantly increase both prelinguistic
communication skills (Warren et al., 1993; Yoder & Warren, 2001; Yoder & Warren,
2002) and intentional communication (Yoder & Warren, 1998). Prelinguistic mileu
teaching (PMT) focuses on helping children with language delays build foundations for
verbal communication (Fey et al., 2006; Fey et al., 2013). In PMT, caregivers are taught
specific gestures, vocalizations, and coordinated eye gaze behavior (Fey et al., 2006).
Teaching opportunities occur within developmentally appropriate activities, which helps
children generalize skills (Warren et al., 1993). In milieu teaching, the teacher attends to
the child’s attentional lead and instruction is given based on the child’s interests and
communicative intentions (Warren et al., 1993). PMT also includes a responsivity
education component, which focuses on parents’ recoding of children’s verbal and
nonverbal acts as well as compliance to these acts (Fey et al., 2006). The responsivity
component of PMT is comparable to Respect for Child Autonomy and Hostility
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(reversed), the two-scale composite used in this study, which was a significant predictor
of child expressive vocabulary.
Relations with Estimated Family Income and Age
In the current study, estimated annual family income was not significantly
correlated with any of the other study variables. Almost all of the families were middleclass, with 94% reporting an annual income over $50,000. The income distribution of the
families who participated in the Baker et al. (2010) study was relatively similar, with
82% of the families reporting an annual income over $50,000. Baker et al. also did not
find significant relations between annual family income and any of the other variables
included in their study. Relations between estimated family income and study variables
were not examined by Brady et al. (2014). In contrast, the participants in the studies
conducted by the NICHD Early Child Care Research Network (e.g., NICHD Early Child
Care Research Network, 2001; Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal, 2006) included a much larger
proportion of low-income families. For this sample, annual family income was
significantly positively correlated with maternal interaction style composite, and both
family income-to-needs ratio and maternal interaction style composite significantly
predicted child language scores. The results of several other studies that included a large
proportion of low income families also indicated that annual family income predicts child
language and/or cognitive development (e.g., Duncan & Brooks-Gunn, 2000; Hart &
Risley, 1995; Klebanov, Brooks-Gunn, McCarton, & McCormic, 1998). Thus, the
absence of significant relations involving annual family income in the present study is
most likely due to the very small proportion of families who had very low annual
incomes.
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Child CA also was not significantly correlated with any of the study variables.
Child nonverbal reasoning and child expressive vocabulary were measured by SSs so a
significant correlation between child CA and these variables would not be expected. This
finding is consistent with prior studies of expressive vocabulary in children with WS.
Pitts and Mervis (2016) did not find a significant correlation between child CA and
KBIT-2 Verbal SS or KBIT-2 Nonverbal SS in individuals aged 4 – 17 years. KleinTasman et al. (2011) reported finding few consistent correlations between child CA and
intellectual functioning as measured by the KBIT-2 in a study of children with WS aged
4 – 16 years.
The maternal interaction style composite, subscales of the composite, and the
Respect-Hostility composite were not significantly correlated with child CA. Only one
study (Brady et al. (2014) examined changes in maternal responsivity longitudinally. A
subset of mothers had somewhat low responsivity over all observations; another subset
had somewhat high responsivity over all observations; and yet another subset fluctuated
between high and low responsivity over time. For most mothers, the rate of responsivity
increased over time. The effects of these pattern differences were unable to be identified
due to insufficient numbers of participants, which could be addressed in future research.
Clinical Implications
In the current study, considerable variability was found in maternal interaction
style for mothers of children with WS. This variability was significantly related to child
expressive language. Therefore, it would be reasonable to consider interventions that
might facilitate strengthening maternal-child interaction. Parent-child interaction therapy
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(PCIT) and mindful parenting are two evidence-based interventions that are currently
used to improve parent-child interactions.
Parent-Child Interaction Therapy. PCI therapy is a manualized therapy created
for families with children aged 2 to 6 years who are experiencing behavioral, emotional,
and family problems (Herschell, Calzada, Eyberg, & McNeil, 2002). Though most
families of children with WS would not be described as experiencing significant family
problems, aspects of PCIT would be helpful for parents of children with WS. Childdirected interaction (CDI) and parent-directed interaction (PDI) are the two discrete
phases of the training.
The foundations of PCIT are rooted in attachment theory and social learning
theory. The goal of the CDI phase is to provide a secure attachment for the child and
restructure the parent-child relationship (Herschell et al., 2002). Parents learn skills that
will help foster positive and nurturing interaction patterns. PCIT teaches parents the
PRIDE skills (Praise, Reflection, Imitation, Description, and Enthusiasm) and encourages
them to use the skills frequently. Parents are also taught to avoid questions, demands, and
criticism when playing with their child and are instructed to praise their child’s
appropriate behavior as a way to add warmth to interactions (Herschell et al., 2002). They
are instructed to listen to the child and reflect what he/she is saying as a way to improve
language skills; to allow the child to lead interactions in order to increase child
autonomy; and to exhibit excitement and warmth during interactions (Eyberg, 1999).
Parents are also given instruction in how to appropriately make requests of the child and
communicate consequences when parental requests have not been respected (Eyberg,
1999). Studies have reported clinically and statistically significant improvements in
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parent-child interactions and in child problem behaviors at home and at school after
families have engaged in the therapy (Herschell et al., 2002). PCIT has been an effective
therapy for families of children with autism spectrum disorder and families of children
with DD. In a study of boys aged 5 – 12 years with autism spectrum disorder and
clinically significant problem behaviors, PCIT reduced the parent’s perceptions of child
problem behaviors and helped increase child adaptability. Additionally, positive affect
between parent and child increased during the course of therapy (Solomon, Ono, Timmer,
& Goodlin-Jones, 2008). In a clinical case study, a young child with DD and oppositional
defiant disorder (ODD) was successfully treated using PCIT. After the course of therapy,
his behaviors were rated within the normal range (McDiarmid & Bagner, 2005).
The PRIDE skills fit well with the interaction qualities measured by Respect for
Child Autonomy and Hostility (reversed), as well as PMT. Reflection corresponds to
allowing the child to exert autonomy by leading interactions and conversations.
Exhibiting enthusiasm will decrease the presence of hostility in interactions.
Mindful parenting. The disciplined practice of mindfulness meditation brings
moment-to-moment awareness to daily experiences (Duncan, Coatsworth, & Greenberg,
2009). Mindfulness seeks to increase awareness and decrease avoidance of thoughts,
feelings, and sensations. Mindfulness allows for flexibility and accuracy in perception of
what is occurring in the moment, greater acceptance, and decreased reactivity to physical
sensations, thoughts, feelings, and behaviors (Duncan et al., 2009). Mindfulness-based
interventions have been effective in reducing psychological and physiological reactivity
to stressful life experiences and chronic illnesses and has been used to treat anxiety and
depression (Duncan et al., 2009).
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Mindfulness parenting applies five principles to parent-child interaction: (1)
attentive listening; (2) nonjudgment and acceptance of self and child; (3) awareness of
emotions of self and child; (4) regulation of self within the parent-child relationship; and
(5) self-compassion and compassion for child (Duncan et al., 2009). Applying these
principles allows the parent to appreciate the child’s qualities and traits, notice and
respond to the child’s emotional needs, exhibit positive affection when interacting with
his/her child, and be less emotionally reactive (Duncan et al, 2009). Mindfulness-based
parenting interventions may also focus on helping parents to understand the impact of
their present-moment interactions with their child on their long-term relationships with
him or her.
Findings from one study of parents of children with DD indicated that
mindfulness-based interventions are helpful for this group. In particular, parents of
children with DD aged 2.5 – 5 years reported a significant decrease in child problematic
behavior and a significant increase in their ratings of their relationship with their child
after completing mindfulness-based intervention (Neece, 2013).
The five mindfulness principles also relate well to the qualities measured by the
three NICHD Early Child Care Research Network scales used in the present study.
Awareness of the emotions of oneself and one’s child allows the parent to provide a
supportive presence during the interaction. Listening with full attention allows the parent
to respect the child’s autonomy and allow him/her to express emotions and feelings
freely. Nonjudgmental acceptance of self and child, self-regulation, and compassion
serve to decrease parental hostility.
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Future Directions
Maternal interaction style is most likely bidirectional – the mother contributes
behaviors to the interactions and the child contributes behaviors as well. This study only
evaluated the interaction style from one direction – mother to child for a cross-sectional
sample of children with WS. Evaluating the relations between child behaviors and
maternal interaction style and the unique contributions of child behaviors to maternal
interaction style would be important to better understand how a mother interacts with her
child. To accomplish this, the study would need to be repeated with the same children at a
later time point to allow for longitudinal analyses.
In this study, during observation of mother-child interactions, only maternal
behaviors were coded. The NICHD Early Child Care Research Network Child Rating
scales could be used to code the qualities of the child’s interaction with the mother. The
evaluation of child behaviors would allow for a better understanding and qualitative
analysis of the contribution of the child to his/her mother’s interaction style.
Each of the rating scales was coded globally, meaning a score was given for each
scale that was based on its quality throughout the 30-minute play session. Repeating the
study and coding each scale in smaller time increments, five minutes for example, would
allow possible changes in the presence and quality of the behaviors measured by each
scale to be examined over the period of the interaction.
Almost all of families in the current study were middle class. Future studies
should include an expanded range of estimated annual family incomes, including a
substantial proportion of families with low or very low annual incomes. This would
provide an opportunity to examine the relations between study variables with a sample
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that provides a more complete representation of families of children with WS. This could
also provide an opportunity to give support and encouragement to families in need of
interventions.
Conclusion. This is the first study to examine interaction style in mothers of
young children with WS and its relation to child expressive vocabulary. The results
demonstrated that mother-child interaction style significantly predicted child expressive
vocabulary, as measured by EVT-2 SS, in children with WS aged 4 – 8 years even after
taking into account the effects of nonverbal reasoning abilities, family income, and child
CA. These findings help to explain some of the variance in child expressive vocabulary
by highlighting the relation with maternal interaction style. Using these findings to tailor
interventions for parent-child interactions may help strengthen the parent-child
relationship and facilitate the child’s expressive vocabulary development.
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